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The formation of the first C–C bond and primary olefins from methanol over zeolite and zeotype
catalysts has been studied for over 40 years. Over 20 mechanisms have been proposed for the for-
mation of the first C–C bond. In this quantitative multiscale perspective, we decouple the adsorption,
desorption, mobility, and surface reactions of early species through a combination of vacuum and
sub-vacuum studies using temporal analysis of products (TAP) reactor systems, and through studies
with atmospheric fixed bed reactors. These results are supplemented with density functional theory
calculations and data-driven physical models, using partial differential equations, that describe the
temporal and spatial evolution of species. We consider the effects of steam, early degradation species,
and product masking due to the inherent autocatalytic nature of the process, which all complicate the
observation of the primary olefin(s). Although quantitative spectroscopic determination of the lifetimes,
surface mobility, and reactivity of adspecies is still lacking in the literature, we observe that reaction
barriers are competitive with adsorption enthalpies and/or activation energies of desorption, while facile
diffusion occurs in the porous structures of the zeolite/zeotype catalysts. Understanding the various
processes allows for quantitative evaluation of their competing energetics, which leads to molecular
insights as to what governs the catalytic activity during the conversion of methanol to primary olefins
over zeolite/zeotype catalysts.
1. Introduction
Methanol is an important intermediate in the conversion of
renewable feedstock to liquid fuels and chemicals, and can be
produced from syngas obtained via solid fuel gasification.
Methanol can be converted to hydrocarbons (MTH), i.e., olefins
(MTO), gasoline (MTG), and aromatics (MTA), over zeolite and
zeotype catalysts.1–6 These zeolite and zeo-type catalysts are
important as they offer a flexible yet tailored solution to the
changing market demands of the chemical and petrochemical
industry. A ‘‘hydrocarbon pool’’ mechanism has been widely
established under atmospheric steady-state conditions for some
of the most extensively studied catalysts, such as H-ZSM-5,
H-SAPO-34, H-ZSM-22, H-ZSM-23, and H-Y.5,7–11
Over H-ZSM-5 catalysts, the ‘‘hydrocarbon pool’’ is considered
as being a ‘‘dual cycle’’ consisting of an olefin cycle and an
aromatic cycle. At steady-state, ethylene forms via the aro-
matic cycle while propylene and other higher olefins form
through the olefin cycle (within the steric limitations of the
zeolite). Depending on the composition, activation conditions,
and process conditions, including partial and total pressures,
temperature,2,12 methanol concentration and loading, and reactor
type such as batch,13,14 flow,15,16 or fluidised bed reactors,17,18 one
cycle proceeds faster than the other during methanol to olefin
conversion. The imbalance in the speed of the different reaction
cycle allows the product distribution to be tuned according to
market needs. Given the recent commercial importance of olefins,
understanding the catalytic mechanisms by which valuable pro-
ducts such as ethylene and propylene are formed becomes
significant. Although the ‘‘hydrocarbon pool’’ mechanism dom-
inates under atmospheric conditions in a flow-reactor, the origin
and evolution of this mechanism is not completely understood.
Hans Schulz19 used a capillary gas chromatography method
to study H-ZSM-5 catalysts between 543–748 K. Methanol con-
version at low temperatures (543–573 K) were grouped into
several regimes: incubation period, autocatalysis (fast increase
in rates), and retardation (inhibition through accumulation
of organic compounds). At high temperatures (748 K), the
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identified regimes coincide with each other. Under atmo-
spheric conditions at low temperatures, the catalyst attains a
yellow colour which changes to pink after access to air, which is
indicative of highly unsaturated organic compounds (Fig. 1). At
748 K and 15% lifetime (lifetime is defined as the time-on-
stream until breakthrough of methanol at the catalyst-bed-
end), a black zone of deactivated catalyst, a grey zone of main
methanol conversion, and a zone of light-blue colour (in front
of the reaction zone) can be distinguished. The front zone is
still active, but ‘‘coke seeds’’ may have been formed on external
catalyst sites.
In Schulz’s experimental work,19 however, it is important to
note that steady-state was not achieved. Steady-state is defined
here as conditions when gas phase species and adsorbed
species do not change with respect to ‘‘clock’’ or ‘‘astronomical’’
time, as defined by Marin and Yablonsky.20 Astronomical or clock-
time is the time on stream (TOS), and distinguishable from
‘‘intrinsic’’ time, which is the time scale at which a reaction
occurs. The intrinsic time could be the reciprocal of its rate
co-efficient and has the dimensions of s1. Astronomical time is
also different from the ‘‘residence time’’ or ‘‘transport time’’ of a
chemical process. Finally, it is also important not to confuse
‘‘clock-time’’ or ‘‘astronomical-time’’ with ‘‘contact-time’’ or
‘‘space-time’’. Steady-state can only be defined as no changes
with respect to ‘‘clock-time’’ or ‘‘astronomical-time’’. For
Schulz, steady-state was not achieved during visual observa-
tions of MTO conversion over H-ZSM-5 catalysts at low tem-
peratures (543–573 K) and up to 2 h. The reaction zone migrates
slowly, and undesirable reactions occur before and behind the
reaction zone.19
Operando time- and space-resolved high energy X-ray diffrac-
tion studies show the evolution of the morphology of H-ZSM-22
catalysts due to variation of the expansion and flattening of the
unit cell with catalytic activity gradients.21 Wragg et al.22 used a
kinetic model to describe time- and space-resolved high-energy
operando X-ray diffraction studies over H-SAPO-34 catalysts
for the formation of propylene, monocyclic aromatics, and
polyaromatic coke molecules from methanol. The results of
the kinetic model (Fig. 2) reproduce the observation that the
hydrocarbon pool fraction is first formed from the middle of
the bed and then expands backwards. The result agrees with
a reaction scheme where the autocatalytic reaction mecha-
nism allows for the concentration of the active hydrocarbon
pool specie to slowly build up to a critical level in the
direction of the reactor entrance, which gradually leads to a
region of high activity. The kinetic model also accounts
for the formation of a ‘‘coke front’’ as the hydrocarbon pool
species react with methanol, as observed through X-ray
diffraction.
The reaction zone is not always a ‘‘front’’ moving from inlet
to the exit of the reactor, but can also grow against the flow
direction, as observed by operando X-ray diffraction studies of
H-SAPO-34 catalysts.21,22 The fixed bed reactor behaves as a
‘‘chromatographic reactor’’ where the movement of the front
depends on where the coke stems from.
Recently, the formation of primary olefins was observed to
go through three phases under atmospheric,23–25 and sub-
vacuum26,27 conditions using ‘‘end-of-pipe’’ experiments in a
temporal analysis of products (TAP) reactor:28 (a) an induction
Fig. 1 Photographs of the H-ZSM-5 catalyst bed after methanol conver-
sion at high (above) and low (below) temperature. Reprinted from ref. 19
with permission from Elsevier.
Fig. 2 Formation of (a) aromatic HCP reaction intermediates, and
(b) coke, from a kinetic model of the MTO process. The initial progress
of hydrocarbon pool intermediates towards the bed inlet with TOS is
clearly modelled, as is the formation of coke which spreads towards the
outlet and causes the final expansion and deactivation. Reprinted from
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period (lag-phase), (b) a transition regime and (c) a plateau
phase. The description of phases is purely based with respect to
astronomical time, and the plateau phase (Fig. 3) is defined as
steady-state.
In Fig. 3, the induction period, observed during the step
response of dimethyl ether over 10 mg H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 25)
catalysts at 573 K and an inlet pressure of ca. 1000 Pa, is about
40 min. Qi et al.24 observed induction periods of about 2 h
during the conversion of methanol to hydrocarbons at tem-
peratures of 528 K (and below) and atmospheric pressure
(Fig. 4). In their studies, methane, C2–C4 olefins and C2–C3
paraffins were observed. The major olefins observed were
ethylene and propylene.
Process conditions, such as sub-vacuum pressures versus
atmospheric pressures, temperatures, Si/Al ratio, and reactor
feed, have a huge influence on the duration of the induction
period and the initial species formed. Further comparative
studies between H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 19, 21, 49, 99) and H-SAPO-34
(with two different Si contents) were conducted by Zhou et al.29 to
understand the effect of initially retained organics, formed during
the induction period, on the ensuing catalytic activity.
At this juncture, a clear distinction should be made between
‘‘primary’’ and ‘‘major’’ olefins. The primary olefin refers to the
initial olefin formed. During MTO conversion, methylation is
quite rapid30 due to the autocatalytic chemistry and with
increasing temperatures, cracking over ZSM-5 catalysts as well
as accompanying oligomerisation reactions (due to equili-
bration) occur. Consequently, what is usually observed from
the gas chromatograph during steady-state kinetic studies in an
‘‘end-of-pipe’’ flow reactor is not the ‘‘primary olefin’’ but the
‘‘major’’ olefins as a result of these ‘‘masking effects’’.
In kinetic analysis, the primary products are then extrapolated
using the Delplot technique.31,32 To merge both ‘‘primary’’ and
‘‘major’’ olefins, it is important to operate at conditions where
the effects of these accompanying (side) chemistries and
deactivation conditions are negligible. Steam and the for-
mation of early degrading species during the induction period
can mask the observation of the primary olefin. The operating
conditions can be replicated via density functional theory
calculations, which can then provide more evidence of the
‘‘primary’’ olefins.
The regeneration of catalysts during industrial MTO conver-
sion is achieved through the use of fluidised bed reactors, due
to their advantageous ability to transfer the catalyst between the
main reactor, where the reaction occurs, and the regenerator,
where the coke on the catalyst is burnt off.18 Fluidised bed
reactors offer good heat-transfer properties and prevent
runaway reactions, due to rapid mixing and thermal equili-
bration between the catalyst and the fluidising medium.18
Major insights into the formation of the first C–C bond,
primary olefins, and other initial species produced during the
induction period of MTO conversion are still lacking in the
current literature. Adequate elucidation of the primary olefins
requires the decoupling of active and degradation species,
both of which may form in the initial stages. Furthermore,
the separation of active sites from spectator sites, as well as
characterisation of the active sites, is important. A macro-
molecular combination of a Brønsted acid site and active
Fig. 3 Step response of 5 vol% dimethyl ether at 300 1C over 10 mg of
H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 25) catalysts in a temporal analysis of products reactor.
Reprinted from ref. 27. Copyright 2019 Wiley Periodicals.
Fig. 4 Conversion of methanol (a) and product distribution (b) over
H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 19) over H-ZSM-5 zeolite at 518 K as a function of time
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molecular species is required to form the active site of MTO
chemistry.33 Energetics of the adsorption, desorption, surface
reaction, and mobility of initial species over these active sites
could provide quantitative insights into the formation of the
first C–C bond and primary olefins.
1.1. Methods – kinetic and computational analysis
At the reactor level, experiments that investigate the formation
of the first C–C bond during MTO conversion are conducted
through: (a) transient methods12,27,34,35 such as step response
measurements, temperature-programmed desorption, temperature-
programmed surface reaction or pulse experiments, and (b) steady-
state experiments conducted at low conversions. In the latter,
information on the first C–C bond and primary olefins is obtained
after the hydrocarbon pool has been established. The steady-state
measurements are analysed kinetically as changing with respect to
‘‘space time’’ or ‘‘contact time’’ where, the former is defined based
on conditions at the entrance of the reactor, and the latter is defined
with respect to conditions based on the expansion of the fluid
through the reactor incorporating effects of temperature, pres-
sure, viscosity, and fluid density. The steady-state measurements
(at low conversions) are usually measured after an astronomical
time (or time-on-stream) of 7 min or higher. Extrapolations are
then made from the finite contact time measurements (at low
conversions) to zero contact time, in order to identify whether
ethylene, propylene, or both, are primary and secondary
products.31,32 Extrapolations should be regarded in highest
scrutiny. It is important to note that within the initial 7 min to
achieve steady-state, the ‘‘hydrocarbon pool’’ is formed and the
concept of primary olefins formed ‘‘a priori’’ is eluded.
On the other hand, transient experiments allow the catalyst
to evolve from an initial state to a working state as starting
molecules transform through the first C–C bond formation
to primary olefins. A combination of observed reactor perfor-
mance from both transient experiments and differential
algebraic equations, which describe this performance, leads
to the estimation of parameters that describe the reaction
chemistry. Analysis of both transient and steady-state experi-
ments occurs through the solution of partial differential or
differential algebraic equations, respectively. Accompanying
statistical analysis of the estimated parameters36 can help to
obtain confidence intervals of the fitted parameters. The
method complements first-principles microkinetic models
applied to transient37 and steady-state experiments, and the
scaling relations obtained therein.
Theoretical modelling provides insights into molecular-level
properties that are otherwise difficult or inaccessible to experi-
mental analysis. Ab initio static simulations offer a clear
description of the potential energy surface, which can be used
to determine molecular structures, charge distribution, and
vibrational modes (with corresponding frequencies), together
with kinetic and thermodynamic observables that can indicate
reaction intermediates and pathways used to decipher experi-
mental data.38–40 Molecular dynamics techniques have the
ability to simulate real-time dynamics of atoms in zeolite pores,
and has been used to investigate surface adsorption, proton
transfers and diffusion effects,41,42 whilst positive bias meta-
dynamic simulations can uncover rare-events and map out the
free energy surface for pathways leading to meta- or un-stable
intermediates.43,44 All of these techniques have been success-
fully applied to complement experimental analysis and improve
the development of heterogeneous catalysts.45–47 In the existing
studies of the first C–C bond and primary olefins, emphasis has
been placed separately on quantitative information obtained
either via density functional theory (DFT) calculations, hybrid
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM), and
molecular dynamics (MD) calculations or data-driven simula-
tions of partial differential equations that simulate the elemen-
tary steps. Numerous review articles3,17,48,49 have focused on
the various aspects of MTO conversion such as mechanistic
understanding, spectroscopic characterization, and process
technology; however, none has focused on a ‘‘multi-scale’’
quantitative mechanistic understanding of the formation of
‘‘primary olefins’’ from oxygenates. By combining: atomistic
simulations (using density functional theory calculations,
hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics and molecular
dynamics calculations), macroscale simulations (obtained from
physical data-driven ordinary and partial differential equations),
and experiments conducted on temporal analysis of products
(TAP) reactor systems (sub-vacuum or vacuum pressures) and
conventional flow reactors (at atmospheric and higher pressures),
we provide herein a quantitative ‘‘multiscale’’ perspective on the
formation of the first C–C bond and primary olefins during
methanol-to-olefin conversion over zeolite and zeo-type catalysts.
1.2. Our work
Reactions on porous solid materials can be broken down into
several sequentiual stages: (1) external diffusion of reactants
from the bulk phase (reactant stream) to the catalyst particle
(pore mouth), (2) pore diffusion of reactants to the catalyst
surface, (3) adsorption onto the catalyst surface, (4) surface
reactions, (5) desorption of product species, (6) pore diffusion
of product species from the catalyst surface to the pore mouth
exterior, (7) external diffusion from the pore mouth exterior to
the bulk phase (reactant stream). In this perspective, we consider
the implications of the catalyst structure for the kinetics of the
induction period and the resulting product distribution. Subse-
quently, we consider the adsorption, desorption, mobility, and
surface chemistries of early species involved in the induction
period and the surface/pore chemistry (and mechanisms) through
which the first C–C bond is formed.
Information on adsorption, desorption, mobility, and surface
reactions obtained from vacuum or sub-vacuum TAP reactor
experiments, and density functional theory calculations, are con-
solidated with atmospheric fixed bed reactor studies combined
with physical models using partial differential equations that
describe the temporal and spatial evolution of species. We review
the accompanying spectroscopic evidence for intermediate
species during the formation of primary olefins from oxyge-
nates. We also consider the formation of early degradation
species during the initial stages of the MTO reaction, and other
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rates, catalyst degradation and presence of steam) involved in
the formation of the first C–C bond and primary olefins. New
insights on the formation of the first C–C bond are revealed
through this multiscale quantitative perspective.
2. Structure: zeolite and zeo-type
catalysts
Zeolites and zeo-type structures are important heterogeneous
catalysts for MTH conversion due to their pore architecture,
thermal stability, and their ability to donate protons, via Brønsted
acid sites and accept electrons via Lewis acid sites.50 The frame-
work structure of zeolites, consisting of corner-sharing silicate and
alumina tetrahedra, leads to various topologies, whilst the presence
of aluminium imparts a negative charge on the framework that has
to be balanced by positively charged extra-framework cations.50,51
For acidic zeolites, the bridging hydroxyl protons act as catalytic
active sites. The general formula of a zeolite is:
Mn
þ
x=nAlxSi1xO2  yY (1)
where M is the extra-framework charge-balancing cation and Y
represents species such as water that are included or adsorbed
within the pores.
Two widely studied microporous materials for MTH conver-
sion are H-ZSM-5 and H-SAPO-34. Since the discovery of
methanol conversion over H-ZSM-5 catalysts in 1977,1,2 other
porous materials such as H-ZSM-22 or H-ZSM-23 have been
used for hydrocarbon production. Zeo-type catalysts, such as H-
SAPO-34, are substituted alumino-phosphates, where the direct
replacement of isolated phosphorus atoms by silicon atoms
results in a negatively charged framework and an acid site upon
calcination.50 SAPO-34 has a three-dimensional (3D) cage struc-
ture with small window sizes of 3.8 Å  3.8 Å (Fig. 5a). The
generation of light olefins during the steady-state MTO conver-
sion is rationalised by the small pore windows allowing for only
the exit of hydrocarbons with small sizes.52,53 In 2010, MTO
conversion was commercialised in China with H-SAPO-34
catalysts in a turbulent fluidised bed reactor.18
Typical gasoline hydrocarbons (C5+ aliphatics and aro-
matics) have been produced over H-ZSM-5 catalysts in an MTG
process.58,59 The ZSM-5 catalysts have a 3D pore structure with
10-membered ring (10MR) pore windows of size 5.1  5.5 Å
and 5.3  5.6 Å (Fig. 5b). The basic building units of ZSM-5 are
5–5–1 units that link together to form chains. These basic
building units link to give silicalite sheets, which contain
10MR openings and these can be connected across inversion
centres.50 Under operating conditions of high temperatures (723 K)
Fig. 5 Channel and pore structures of (a) SAPO-34 (CHA) pore structure – [left] extended structure emphasising 6MR windows of sizes of ca. 0.38 nm
and [right] expanded structure emphasising a cage of ca. 1 nm  0.7 nm,54 (b) ZSM-5 (MFI) – the channel structure in ZSM-5,55 (c) ZSM-22 (TON) – the
channel structure of ZSM-22,55 (d) beta pore structure (BEA framework). [left] Polymorph A emphasising an AB stacking sequence. [right] Polymorph B
emphasising an ABC stacking sequence,56 and (e) H–Y (FAU) catalysts – Faujasite supercage formed of SOD cages [left] and pore structure [right]. Image
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and low (sub-atmospheric) pressures, the product selectivity
over H-ZSM-5 catalysts is tuned towards propylene.27,60 Aromatics
can also be generated in an MTA process over Zn-ZSM-5
catalysts.61,62
At 643 K, C5+ aliphatics can be generated over H-ZSM-22
catalysts, which have a one-dimensional (1D) pore structure
with 10MR pore windows of size 5.7  4.6 Å (Fig. 5c). The
product distribution is due to the narrow pore sizes, and the
alkenes residing at the pore windows allowing for olefin
homologation reactions.63–67 The silicalite sheets of H-ZSM-22
are connected either by translation or by mirror planes (‘‘unit
cell twinning’’).
The wide-pore H-Beta catalyst, which has a 3D pore structure
with 12-membered ring (12MR) pore windows of size 6.6  6.7
and 5.6  5.6 Å (Fig. 5d), is also an active catalyst for the
formation of aromatics, C4 and C5+ aliphatics.
68,69 The inter-
growth of the A- and B-polymorphs of the Beta framework is
made by silicalite sheets stacking layer to layer with one of four
possible translations, typically with a high degree of disorder.
An additional 3D large pore zeolite, commonly used in fluid
catalytic cracking,70 is zeolite H–Y, which has a Faujasite (FAU)
framework. The FAU supercage is formed of 10 sodalite cages
connected through hexagonal prisms, rendering an inner cavity
with a 12 Å diameter (Fig. 5e). The pore, represented by a 12MR,
has a relatively large diameter of 7.4  7.4  7.4 Å.50
2.1. Implications of catalyst structure on the induction period
From sigmoidal observations obtained by ‘‘end-of-pipe’’ mea-
surements in a packed bed reactor, zeolite catalysts are under-
stood to convert methanol to hydrocarbons in three different
phases. At the early phase of the reaction, the catalyst is
conditioned until full mechanisms are developed. Then, steady
state is achieved (at the plateau of the sigmoidal curve). During
this period, it is widely established that a hydrocarbon pool
mechanism dominates and regulates product distribution.
Regimes may be properly defined as ‘‘quasi-induction-period’’,
‘‘quasi-transition-regime’’ and ‘‘quasi-steady-state’’ as species
slowly accumulate during these phases, and they could could
block the active sites and prevent the reaction from beginning,
depending on the process conditions.19 The final phase involves
catalyst deactivation, where site blocking species control the rate of
conversion of initial feed (Fig. 3).
Most studies on the induction period have focused on three
catalysts: H-Y, H-ZSM-5, and H-SAPO-34. The initial stage in the
MTH and MTO processes are characterised by an induction
period, in which the methanol conversion rate is low.71,72
Several factors are suggested to influence the induction period,
such as the presence of steam and a high reactant contact
time.73 Water competes with methanol and dimethyl ether to
adsorb on the zeolite active sites, and determines the reverse
reaction from methoxy species to methanol, limiting the reac-
tion progress; however, water can also stabilize certain carbo-
cationic intermediates that are crucial to the MTH process.74,75
Induction periods can also be defined with respect to steady-
state investigations (i.e., after a TOS greater than 7 min)
conducted by varying contact time. High contact times and
temperatures favour the formation of the ‘‘hydrocarbon pool
reaction centres’’ and drastically reduce the steady-state induc-
tion period. Depending on the type of zeolite used, the induc-
tion period can have different profiles under the same reaction
conditions; for example, H-SAPO-34 is able to limit the diffu-
sion of hydrocarbons because of its small pores, and accelerate
the formation of the ‘‘hydrocarbon pool’’ species (permissible
with respect to its pore architecture), whereas the process is
more prolonged over H-ZSM-5 catalysts.72 The induction period
reduces with an increase in temperature and pressure.76
Consequently, experiments conducted at low temperatures in
a low pressure reactor, such as the temporal analysis of
products (TAP) reactor, serve to decipher the elementary steps
of the induction period of MTO conversion.26,27,34,35,76
Ethylene and/or propylene are reported to oligomerise and
form the ‘‘hydrocarbon pool reaction centres’’, as signalled by
the increase in the rate of methanol conversion. The necessary
major step that ends the induction period is the formation of
the first C–C bond compound leading to ethylene and/or
propylene.
We note that there is limited information currently on the
effect of catalyst structure on the induction period, either at
atmospheric or low pressure conditions. Nonetheless, differ-
entiating between the early intermediates that lead to the first
C–C bond and any masking effects is necessary (due to rapid
methylation or deactivating species on the catalyst surface).
2.2. Implications of catalyst structure on product distribution
During steady-state MTH conversion under atmospheric pres-
sure conditions, it is widely accepted that a ‘‘hydrocarbon pool’’
mechanism takes places over zeolite catalysts, where an olefin
cycle and an aromatic cycle operate (Fig. 6). There are numer-
ous reviews and articles7,8,77–79 on the steady-state hydrocarbon
pool mechanism and therefore we will only briefly describe the
details here.
In the olefin cycle, primary olefins are methylated or oligo-
merised in to higher homologues that subsequently undergo
catalytic cracking to complete the reaction cycle. It is important
to note here that these are not catalytic cycles, where the effects
of adsorption, desorption, dissociation and diffusion are
decoupled,80 but instead the olefin and aromatic cycles are
given as reaction cycles only. Higher olefin (C6+) homologues
will undergo hydrogen transfer and cyclisation reactions to
form the first aromatic building block, which themselves
undergo methylation to higher homologues and subsequently
undergo dealkylation to give lower aromatics and small olefins.
The small olefins re-propagate the alkene cycle, continuing the
reaction.
Other types of zeolite and zeo-type catalysts (e.g., H-SAPO-34,
H-ZSM-22, H-Beta, H-Y) are used for MTH conversion4 are
suitable for investigating the effect of pore structure on the
reaction mechanism. Evidently, the dominant cycle and
nature of the hydrocarbon pool depends on zeolite or zeo-
type topology and process conditions.
Over H-ZSM-5 catalysts, lower methylbenzenes (toluene,
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species, whilst higher methylbenzenes (tetra-, penta-, and hexa-
methylbenzenes) are the main hydrocarbon pool species over
H-Beta catalysts, both at atmospheric conditions. Over H-SAPO-
34 zeo-type catalysts, hexa- and hepta-methylbenzenes have
been observed as the main hydrocarbon pool species.77,81,82
On H-ZSM-22 catalysts, no aromatics have been observed in the
gas phase at low contact times during MTH conversion, as
these process conditions (673 K, atmospheric pressures) limit
side reactions.63–65 At higher contact times, however, trimethyl-
benzenes, ethylbenzene and ethyl toluene, as well as other
aromatics, are occluded in the pores of the H-ZSM-22 catalyst,
showing an operative ‘‘hydrocarbon pool’’ mechanism. On all
the aforementioned catalysts, there is limited knowledge of the
most abundant reactive intermediate in the ‘‘hydrocarbon
pool’’, and the variation of the pool with the catalyst pore
architecture and process conditions. Knowledge of the hydro-
carbon pool specie could simplify e.g., the computational
modelling of the MTO process.
Both reaction cycles in the ‘‘hydrocarbon pool’’ mecha-
nism either work distinctively or in concert to control product
distribution. For example, the aromatic cycle controls product
distribution over H-SAPO-34, and the olefin cycle controls
product distribution over H-ZSM-22.4 For H-SAPO-34, pore
cages are much wider than pore windows, such that the larger
hexa- and hepta-methylbenzenes do not easily move out of the
pores but dealkylate/crack to give gaseous light olefins through
the aromatic cycle; in contrast, for H-ZSM-22, pore windows
and intersections are small and prevent entry of large aromatic
species, leading to olefin release through the olefin cycle.
The control of product distribution over H-ZSM-5 and
H-Beta catalysts is tuneable as both catalysts have pore win-
dows and intersections that are wide and accessible to olefins
and aromatics. The tunability of both cycles in these catalysts
allow investigations into kinetic effects, as well as steric hin-
drance, during MTO conversion.
For H-ZSM-5 catalysts reacting in the steady-state phase, the
lack of quantitative information presents a major challenge for
understanding the relative propagation of both cycles, and
knowledge of kinetic factors that govern product distribution.
H-Y provides a framework with very large pores but, due to its
weak Brønsted acid sites, its methanol conversion rate is four
times lower than H-ZSM-5, producing primarily C1–3 hydro-
carbons rather than any aromatic species.
For the MTH process, the high reactivity of zeolite catalysts
has been observed to facilitate formation of undesirable side
products. In some part, side reactions due to rapid methylation
by methanol and/or dimethyl ether can be suppressed by
reducing the acidic character of the zeolite. In particular,
weakening the strength or concentration of the acid sites as
well as ‘‘directing’’ the reactions towards the desired products,
by varying the pore size, results in suppression of side
reactions. Due to the molecular size of zeolite pores, and the
large number of topologies available, the structure of the
hydrocarbons can be ‘‘moulded’’ to a specific type through
careful framework choices.
Product shape selectivity is evidenced by a comprehensive
study at 673 K and 80% methanol conversion, which highlights
that 1D large pore zeolites, such as ZSM-22 (10MR TON) and
ZSM-23 (10MR MTT), can be used to obtain linear C5+ aliphatics
without formation of any aromatic products. For aromatics,
10MR and 12MR zeolites, such as H/Na-ZSM-5 (10MR MFI),
1D H-Mordenite (12MR MOR) and H-Beta (12MR BEA) are
more appropriate; the product selectivity for these zeolites is
B60% C1–C5 aliphatics, 10–30% C6+ aliphatics and 10–20%
aromatics.52,83
Bleken et al.84 noted that the acid strength can also deter-
mine the functional lifetime of the zeolite catalysts. The pores
get blocked by excess coke determined by the high reactivity of
Fig. 6 Illustration of the dual cycle mechanism of the MTH process. The
initial stage is highlighted in a dashed box illustrating the two main
methanol conversion routes (top): direct formation (I) and indirect for-
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the acid sites. On comparing the activity of two CHA topology-
materials (the silico-alumino-phosphate H-SAPO-34, and H-SSZ-13
of similar crystal size and acid site densities but different acid
strength), a H-SSZ-13 with high acid strength yielded the most
coke and deactivated fastest. Similar results were observed by
Olsbye et al.6 for two zeolite catalysts with similar topologies
but different acid site densities; the more acidic ITQ-13 and
IM-5 had higher conversion rates (for butane/butene and
C6+ aliphatic/aromatic) than the less acidic ZSM-22 and ZSM-23,
but also deactivated faster.
3. Influence of aluminium distribution
and the nature of acid sites on primary
olefin formation
Distribution of aluminium in zeolites varies with Si/Al ratio.85,86
Dědeček and co-workers observed that Al atoms are distributed
in the pore channels and intersections as single atoms or pairs.
With a higher Al content, zeolites have a higher predominance
of Al pairs that sit at pore intersections, and single Al atoms
mostly sit on pore channels and windows, though the distribu-
tion depends also on the hydrothermal synthesis methodology.
Adsorption of probe molecules such as pyridine, carbon
monoxide, and other amines, can be used to investigate the
location of Al atoms.87,88 H-ZSM-5 is known to have bridging
hydroxyl groups, silanol groups, and coordinated unsaturated
Al3+ ions present in its structure. The bridging hydroxyl groups
are located within the internal zeolite channels, while the
unsaturated Al3+ are located on the external zeolite surface as
extra-framework cations. The bridging hydroxyl groups act as
Brønsted acid sites that donate protons, while the weakly acidic
coordinated Al3+ ions, and the extra-framework Al atoms, act as
Lewis acid sites that accept electrons. Extra-framework material
is composed of small particles mostly containing Al cations
complexed by OH groups but sometimes also involves silicate
species interacting with framework walls, either in the cavities
or on the external surface. The detection of octahedral Al ions
by 27Al NMR is evidence of extra-framework material,89as Al
ions in Brønsted acid positions most commonly have tetra-
hedral coordination.90
Protonic zeolites can have high acid strength because the
Al–O bond is weak. Interaction of protonic zeolites with a base
strengthens the bond, subsequently allowing for cation solva-
tion. The 3D solvation occurs within the zeolite cages, by van
der Waals interactions with the walls of the pore channels.
When the strength of the Brønsted acid site is higher, the
conjugate base can stabilise a more negative charge.90
The internal acidic hydroxyl groups of H-ZSM-5 interact with
alkanes, alkenes, and aromatics at low temperatures through
hydrogen bonding. The hydrogen bonds follow the strength
trend: olefins 4 aromatics 4 paraffins.87,91 Olefins undergo an
important vibrational perturbation upon H-bonding, showing
that the interaction involves CQC p-type orbitals. For aro-
matics, p-type electronic clouds are involved but partial steric
hindrance weakens this interaction. The interaction with the
localized p-type orbitals of olefins (bond order = 2) is stronger
than that of the delocalised p-type orbitals of aromatics (bond
order = 1.5). The strength of interaction increases with the
number of carbon atoms of the aromatic i.e., p-xylene 4
toluene 4 benzene. The same occurs for olefins where the
strength of interaction decreases in the following order:
butenes 4 propylene 4 ethylene. Furthermore, Busca and
co-workers91 showed that hydrogen bonds with alkanes involve
C–C s-type orbitals predominantly, and the strength of this
interaction increases with carbon chain length.
The type of Al distribution can influence not only the olefin
and aromatic cycles but also the initial stages of the MTH
process.92 Experimental kinetic analysis comparing the dehy-
dration rate of methanol in H-CHA and H-ZSM-5 determined
that paired protons are an order of magnitude more reactive
than isolated ones. Furthermore, the indirect reaction pathway
of methanol (via methoxy) to dimethyl ether is inhibited when
employing isolated active sites, whereas the production of
methoxy species is the primary dehydration pathway in the
case of paired Al sites. Meta-dynamics simulations highlighted
that the activation barrier to methoxylate H-ZSM-5 is lowered by
B40 kJ mol1 in presence of paired protons, as opposed to a
single acid site, validating the crucial role of Al distribution in
the MTH process. Though steam de-alumination occurs above
700 K, water molecules break the Al–O bonds releasing Al(OH)3
out of the framework, thus producing different types of con-
densed and non-condensed extra-framework aluminium.93
Although still debated, the condensed species can be charac-
terised as an Al2O3 phase, mostly formed at the zeolite surface.
Non-condensed extra-framework aluminium defects can be
represented by mono-nuclear species such as Al(OH)2+,
Al(OH)2
+, AlOOH or other proposed clusters of multi-nuclear
species such as [Al3O4H3]
4+.
At lower temperatures (383 K) and hydration conditions,
additional types of defects can be encountered in the form of
framework associated aluminium. These species are alumi-
nium partially dislodged from the framework, having one or
more –OH or –OH2 groups coordinated to the cation. Both
extra-framework and framework-associated Al can be found in
H-ZSM-5.94
The impact of extra-framework and framework-associated Al
on adsorption and catalysis is not fully understood. Previous
studies reported that extra-framework Al can lower the activa-
tion barrier for propene cracking or isomerization of glucose to
fructose. There is a synergetic effect from the two types of acid
sites when considering hydrogen transfer processes involving
methanol, which leads to an enhanced selectivity for small
alkanes and aromatics.95 Specifically, when both methanol and
olefins adsorb on the Lewis acid sites (LAS), a proton is
transferred from methanol to the olefin, resulting in the
formation of an alkane and formaldehyde. Afterwards, form-
aldehyde is adsorbed on Brønsted acid sites (BAS) and reacts
with another olefin to form dienes, which themselves oligomer-
ise and cyclise to produce aromatics (Fig. 7).
The presence of LAS was found not to enhance the acidity or
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involving methanol; the limited influence of the LAS in this
instance could be due to the distance between the two types of
sites. Computational studies96 show that dimethyl ether
adsorbed on BAS separated by two T-sites from any LAS would
enhance the reactivity of dimethyl ether, and mediate an
energetically favourable C–C bond formation of ethylene via
methane and Al–OCH2 intermediates. Specifically, dimethyl
ether adsorbed on BAS could convert into a methanol adsorbed
on BAS and Al–OCH3 (LAS-CH3) with a Gibbs free energy
activation (DGact) of 26.7 kJ mol
1 at 573 K. Afterwards, the
LAS-CH3 donates a hydride to methanol to form methane
(DGact = 29.8 kJ mol
1) and a formaldehyde like species,
Al–OCH2, which combines with methane to form ethylene
(DGact = 30.2 kJ mol
1). Since controlling the position of the
acid sites is challenging, investigations are needed to clearly
identify the role of LAS on methanol activation.
4. Challenges in MTO conversion
As detailed in the previous sections, there is a considerable
understanding on the structure and composition of the zeolite
environment, in terms of topology, acidity and their effects on
the induction period and production distribution; however,
significant knowledge is still lacking on the reaction mecha-
nisms that occur inside the zeolite pores, and the ability to
control the corresponding kinetics of the overall process.
Although the hydrocarbon pool mechanism that occurs
during atmospheric steady-state MTH conversion is widely
accepted, the formation of primary species during the early
stages has been extensively debated. The dehydration reaction,
when two methanol form dimethyl ether and water, is predicted
to be the fastest reaction during steady-state MTH conversion.97
In understanding the early stages of the reaction, three key
challenges exist: (i) identifying the key oxygenate, (ii) validating
the first and/or major olefin, and (iii) deciphering the pathway
that leads from the key oxygenate to the first olefin. The first
challenge deals with identifying the source of methylating
agent and the key oxygenate (methanol or dimethyl ether)
during MTH conversion. Methanol, dimethyl ether, and water
compete initially for active sites on the zeolite catalyst.
Although methanol and dimethyl ether can methylate olefins
or aromatics (Fig. 6), the source of the methylating agent has
only been identified recently.34
The second challenge deals with identifying reaction inter-
mediates that lead to the first C–C bond and primary olefins, as
well as the conditions that determine their reaction rates.
Spectroscopic studies identify the first C–C bond by monitoring
species occluded in the zeolite either during the reaction
(operando) or after the reaction (ex situ) while kinetic studies
observe the primary gaseous olefin(s) through a gas chromato-
graph. Much debate has centred on whether ethylene and/or
propylene are the primary products98–100 though, in the earlier
kinetic studies spanning the 1980s and 1990s, the structure of
the zeolite catalyst was not considered. The studies did not
describe whether experiments were conducted under intrinsic
kinetic conditions, mass transport or heat transport limitations;
such considerations are necessary as the release of ethylene
has recently been mechanistically linked to the formation and
propagation of the aromatic cycle11 as shown in Fig. 6.
Under steady-state atmospheric conditions, heavy aromatics
can clog zeolite pores, which makes the release of large hydro-
carbons severely constrained. Small molecules, such as ethylene,
can be produced under such mass transport limitations. If such
transport limitations do not exist, paring and side chain
mechanisms (Fig. 8) regulate the formation of olefins, albeit
after the ‘‘hydrocarbon pool’’ is established.
Fig. 7 Reprinted from ref. 94. Copyright 2016 American Chemical
Society. BAS is Brønsted acid sites. LAS is Lewis acid sites.
Fig. 8 An overview of interrelated processes occurring during the con-
version of methanol to olefins over zeolite catalysts. A, B, C, D, and E
represent methanol, dimethyl ether, water, ethylene, and propylene
respectively. Step 1 is external mass transfer of methanol from bulk to
the pore mouth, step 2 is the internal mass transfer, 3ad and 3de represent
adsorption and desorption of methanol, step 4 is the equilibration reaction
yielding dimethyl ether and water. Step 5 is the formation of primary olefins
from the equilibration mixture, steps 6ad and 6de, and 7ad and 7de
represent the adsorption and desorption of the dimethyl ether and water
as well as ethylene and propylene, respectively. Step 8 is the internal mass
transfer of educt, intermediates and products to the pore mouth and step 9 is
the external mass transfer of educt, intermediates, and products to the bulk.
The pore length regulates the rates and diffusion of the species in the
aforementioned processes, leading to the specific catalytic activity for MTO
conversion. The elementary steps involving adsorption, desorption and
reaction are studied through transient kinetic methods (TPD, TPSR, Step-
response) and quasi-elastic neutron scattering studies for mobility. N.B. The
formation of surface methoxy species and/or adsorbed species constituting
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Recent synchrotron operando micro-spectroscopic studies
with a temporal resolution of 0.25 s provide evidence for the
formation of the first alkenes directly from methoxy groups
formed at the acid sites. These alkenes either desorb or
oligomerise and cyclize to form dimethylcyclopentenyl cations,
which are the first major components that precede aromatic
hydrocarbons and lead to indirect alkene formation.101 The
indirect formation of alkenes has been described as ‘‘secondary
alkene formation’’ following transient experiments conducted
in a temporal analysis of products (TAP) reactor.26
The last major challenge during MTH conversion relates to
the exact pathway between the key reactant and the primary
olefin(s). More than 20 mechanisms have been proposed;
however, there exists no consensus. The species with the first
C–C bond may be formed and occluded in the pores of the
zeolite before the gaseous primary olefin(s) is released. For the
numerous mechanisms, spectroscopic studies and quantitative
determination of surface coverages are required to validate the
intermediates formed. Shortly after the start of the millennium,
two major routes were suggested: (1) a direct mechanism,
where olefins are generated directly from the methanol and/
or dimethyl ether feed, and (2) an indirect mechanism, where
impurities in the methanol or dimethyl ether feed (such as
ethanol and acetone) are precursors to the hydrocarbon pool,
which subsequently lead to primary olefin formation. Recent
evidence supports the direct formation of olefins that serve as
initial precursors for the formation of aromatics (and other
cyclopentenyl species) before the initialisation of the hydro-
carbon pool.35
In addition to the three major challenges, the possibility
that the zeolite could be altered during the induction period
should be considered. This modification, particularly during
MTH conversion under industrial conditions, where large
quantities of steam are generated for extended periods at high
temperatures, could alter the acidic properties of the zeolite
leading to formation of extra-framework Al and enhanced
Brønsted acid sites.102 Enhanced Brønsted acid sites are
formed following intense activation conditions during zeolite
steaming, and result in the generation of a high number of
carbenium ions. These extra-framework Al and enhanced
Brønsted acid sites could change product distribution, and
the propagation of competing mechanisms during the induc-
tion period and at steady-state. During laboratory experiments,
efforts are made to reduce the reaction time of the zeolite
catalyst to prevent such acid site modification. The presence of
steam, template removal conditions, activation temperature,
pressure, and the heating rate (resulting in gradients) during
activation determine the precondition of the zeolite catalyst
before the onset of the MTO reaction.
In summary, in addition to adsorption, desorption and
surface reactions, diffusion of species in the porous solid is
important and should be considered. The evolution and modi-
fication of active sites as molecules adsorb, desorb, diffuse, and
react makes the quantitative description of MTH conversion
very challenging. Steam generated during the initial reaction
can alter the dynamics of the induction period; for instance,
steam alters the reaction rate and deactivation rate of H-ZSM-5
catalysts during the MTO or dimethyl ether-to-olefin (DTO)
conversion reaction.74,103 Not only is the nature of the hydro-
carbon pool unclear, but also understanding is needed of the
hydrocarbon pool mechanisms, such as proton transfer, hydride
transfer, rearrangement, reformation, and co-ordination of the
active sites influence the mechanisms occurring in the dual cycle.
Experiments should be conducted under intrinsic condi-
tions (without masking transport limitations, rapid methyla-
tion, or deactivating conditions) to understand the behaviour of
the zeolite catalyst under each isolated phenomenon and for
each species. Thereafter, a microkinetic model describing
catalyst behaviour (adsorption, desorption and reaction of
species) can be constructed, and co-joined with a diffusion
model to emulate industrial catalysts. The microkinetic model
and diffusion model can then be placed in an energy, momen-
tum, and mass balance of a reactor model, which can be
combined with a fluid dynamics model, and scaled to optimum
industrial conditions and used in the design of process plants
for MTH conversion.
There is currently no proof of a hydrocarbon pool mechanism
operating under steady-state vacuum conditions. The induction
period is marked by a regime where oxygenates undergo equili-
bration reactions and convert to primary olefins, and the transi-
tion regime encompasses the chemistry that conditions the
catalyst from an initial state to a working steady-state where the
hydrocarbon pool dominates.26 A mechanistic approach towards
understanding the product distributions obtained during MTH
conversion can only come from validating the reaction mechan-
isms that take place and obtaining accurate kinetic parameters
that describe the process.4,104–109 Ultimately, understanding the
initial transient stage and steady-state process can give further
clarification of the relation between catalyst structure and product
distribution, and lead to the design of superior catalysts.
An understanding of the kinetic parameters that govern the
MTH process can be used to tailor and optimise maximum
throughput, selectivity, and reactor design.
In view of these challenges, a useful strategy is to thoroughly
investigate the adsorption, desorption, surface reaction and
mobility of early species (Fig. 8).
4.1. Adsorption and desorption during the induction period
of methanol conversion
During the MTH process over H-ZSM-5 catalysts, methanol
initially undergoes a rapid equilibration reaction leading to
the formation of dimethyl ether and water. Readily available
oxygenates (methanol and dimethyl ether) compete for active
sites.97 Several pieces of theoretical work have considered the
adsorption energy of initial species over H-ZSM-5 catalysts.
Density functional theory calculations of the adsorption of
one methanol molecule onto an active site give adsorption
energies in the range of 75–126 kJ mol1.38,110–112 Blaszkowski
and van Santen showed that the simultaneous adsorption and
activation of two methanol molecules is the preferred pathway
for the formation of dimethyl ether and water when excluding
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groups have been readily observed with stopped flow NMR
studies over H-ZSM-5 catalysts.113 These surface methoxy
groups can be formed after the adsorption of methanol or
dimethyl ether. The presence of surface methoxy groups, which
could validate computational studies, can be linked to the
dissociative adsorption behaviour of oxygenates, respectively
and the presence of single or paired Al atoms. Previously,
methanol and dimethyl ether were lumped in kinetic modelling
studies,4,114,115 which excluded consideration of both species
having different interactions with the active sites of the H-ZSM-
5 catalysts, and avoided the mechanistic descriptions necessary
for a microkinetic model.
H-ZSM-5 catalysts with Si/Al ratios of 25 and 36 exhibit three
types of adsorption site (‘‘low’’, ‘‘medium’’, and ‘‘high’’ tem-
perature sites), while there is no difference between medium
and high temperature sites at a higher Si/Al ratio of 135
(Table 1). Molecular adsorption on the low temperature site
and dissociative adsorption on the medium and high tempera-
ture sites match closely between experiment and a microkinetic
model.34 The activation energy for dimethyl ether desorption
was systematically higher than that of methanol i.e., 121 vs.
112 kJ mol1 on strongest binding sites.34 Adsorption stoichio-
metry shows that methanol and dimethyl ether form clusters at
the binding sites.
The dimethyl-methanol-to-olefin turbulent fluidised bed
reactor runs uses a methanol feed of 5.5  106 kg day1, a
catalyst inventory of 45 000 kg of H-SAPO-34 catalyst, with a
space-velocity of maximum 2 m s1, temperature of 723 K.18
At these temperatures, and under close to vacuum conditions,
dissociative adsorption of methanol and dimethyl ether
dominates in a temporaral analysis of products (TAP) reactor.
Kinetic experiments conducted in the TAP reactor on a H-ZSM-5
crystal, at vacuum conditions, could be considered close to the
density functional theory calculations and complement this
work; however, in the TAP reactor, and other atmospheric
reactors, it is important to consider the influence of limiting
conditions such as heat, mass, and momentum transport.6,123,125
The accuracy of density functional theory calculations allow for
consistent predictions that could be used in the catalyst screen-
ing. In Table 1, the activation energies obtained for the medium
and high temperatures sites are given for macroscale studies,
while density functional theory values are provided for adsorption
enthalpies.
Theoretical QM/MM simulations – with the quantum
mechanical (QM) region modelled using the density functional
theory (DFT) method with B97-D exchange correlation func-
tional, and the Hill and Sauer forcefield for the molecular
mechanical (MM) region38 – and periodic DFT simulations with
the PBE-D exchange correlation functional117 agree with experi-
mental results, suggesting adsorption energies of 92–115 kJ mol1.34
Theoretical modelling of specific H-ZSM-5 active sites in the
channels, with the representative topologies of the main zeolite
intersection (T12), zig-zag channel (T4) and straight channel
(T1), show that the T12 and T4 sites have the greatest adsorption
energy, with a difference of B10 kJ mol1 compared to T1 for a
single methanol adsorption. Adsorption of dimethyl ether is
B15 kJ mol1 stronger than methanol, and a slightly contrasting
trend is observed; specifically, the intersectional T12 site has
a considerable stabilising effect towards dimethyl ether over the
channel sites, with B25 kJ mol1 difference. In addition,
dimethyl ether was observed to spontaneously deprotonate
T12, in contrast to single methanol adsorption. Molecular
dynamics simulations with both dimethyl ether and methanol
adsorbed on the same acid site show that the adsorbate cluster
was very stable, regardless of whether it was bonded through
methanol or dimethyl ether. Additional meta-dynamics analysis
determined that an activation energy of 27 kJ mol1 is necessary
for the two adsorbates to switch places on the acid site.
4.2. Surface chemistry occurring during methanol conversion
The chemistry of steady-state MTH conversion have been briefly
described by Ilias and Bhan.4 The process includes olefin
Table 1 Adsorption enthalpies, and combined experimental and simulated activation energies of desorption over porous catalysts used for MTO
conversion
Catalyst Si/Al ratios Edes,experimental(methanol)
DHads,DFT(methanol)
loading (mpuc) = 1 Edes,experimental(dimethyl ether)
DHads,DFT(dimethyl ether)
loading (mpuc) = 1
ZSM-5 25 92.0–112.034 — 103.6–121.034 —
36 93.1–115.034 — 103.5–119.234 —




H-Y — 96–10638 — 10539
89–104116
SAPO-34 64118 86119 45120 —
80120
ZSM-22 — 107116 — —
AlOH–(SiOH) — 75121 — —
a Energies were obtained only for medium temperature site. Edes – activation energies of desorption (kJ mol
1).mpuc – molecules per unit cell.The
activation energy of desorption is the sum of the heat of adsorption and the activation energy of adsorption: Edes = DHads + Eads.122Citations are
given in brackets.Level of theory:38,39 cluster: QM/MM TZVP, DFT, B-97-D, Hill and Sauer forcefield;123,124 PBC: PAW, DFT, PBE-D2 corrected with
MP2;116 PBC: PAW, DFT, PBE-D;117 PBC: QM/QM: GPAW, MP2; DFT, PBE-D;119 cluster: ONIOM(DFT, B3LYP/dgtzvp:HF/dgtzvp) for energy and
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methylation, olefin cracking, hydrogen transfer, cyclisation,
aromatic methylation, and aromatic dealkylation. Different
reaction phenomena can occur at higher temperatures, when
methanol transformation is tuned towards olefin formation,
such as paraffin cracking and hydrogen transfer between
paraffins and olefins.
As various mechanisms can account for the same kinetic
data, the verification of reaction mechanisms through spectro-
scopy is very important (Table 2). Recently, Oyama et al.126
developed a method for scrutinizing adsorbed intermediates by
in situ spectroscopy through analysis of coverage transients (ACT).
4.2.1. Formation of formaldehyde, carbon monoxide, methane,
hydrogen, and carbon dioxide. Methanol and dimethyl ether
have been shown to decompose to carbon monoxide, methane,
hydrogen, and carbon dioxide over acidic zeolites,133–135 and
there has been debate whether these products are formed from
oxygenate (methanol, dimethyl ether) decomposition. Mihail
and co-workers used a kinetic model that considered the
decomposition of methanol into hydrogen and carbon mon-
oxide during MTH conversion.106 To account for methane
formation, they modelled the co-reaction of carbene and hydro-
gen generated from thermal cracking of alkanes; however,
thermal cracking of alkanes is only dominant at high conver-
sions, and their model could not explain significant methane
formation at low conversions. Hutchings et al.136 refuted the
claim, due to low quantities of hydrogen observed from metha-
nol decomposition and the water gas shift reaction at low
conversions. Recently, the formation of carbon monoxide and
formaldehyde from methanol over H-ZSM-5 catalysts has been
postulated; however, this hypothesis was suggested based on
experiments conducted on silicalite, Na-ZSM-5, or g-Al2O3.
Complementary evidence was obtained via DFT calculations
for the carbonylation of methanol, which showed a low barrier
(80 kJ mol1) in the formation of the first C–C bond.40,137,138 In
earlier studies by Chu and Chang,135 carbon monoxide, carbon
dioxide, hydrogen and methane were observed during steady-
state MTH conversion.
4.2.2. Equilibration between methanol, dimethyl ether,
and water. In the first step during MTH conversion, methanol
is rapidly equilibrated with dimethyl ether and water.97 Methanol,
dimethyl ether, and water compete initially for active sites. Over
acidic catalysts, hydrocarbon conversions can occur through
carbenium ions.139,140 During MTH conversion over zeolite cata-
lysts, carbenium ions could be initiated by zeolite proton addition
to an olefin, abstraction of a hydride ion from a hydrocarbon by
the Lewis acid sites of the catalyst, or the addition of acids to
methanol.139 The initial addition of protons to the oxygenates
(methanol or dimethyl ether) forms a relatively stable oxonium
salt.139 Theoretical analysis indicated that hydrogen bonding
networks can stabilise these oxonium salts with clusters of
methanol, methanol and water, or dimethyl ether and water.39
Clusters of methanol and dimethyl ether adsorbed at the acid site
are very stable, with 27 kJ mol1 necessary to substitute dimethyl
ether and methanol within the cluster.44 The investigation of
which oxonium salt is more stable, and how this contributes to
the initial C–C bond, is important for future understanding.
Dimethyl ether and water are initially formed at high rates of
methanol reaction over H-ZSM-5.3,6,141 The dehydration reac-
tion, when two methanol molecules form dimethyl ether and
water, is the fastest reaction during MTH conversion, and
methanol and dimethyl ether are present simultaneously at
less than 100% methanol conversion.97 By using an in situ
stopped flow cross-polarisation magic-angle spinning nuclear
magnetic resonance (CP-MAS NMR) spectroscopy method,
Hunger and co-workers observed surface methoxy species and
proposed a route to form dimethyl ether via these surface
methoxy species: an adsorbed methanol molecule converts to
a methoxy species, which subsequently reacts with another
methanol molecule to form dimethyl ether.142,143 The surface
methoxy species are proposed to act as precursors for carbene
and ylide intermediates, which are involved in direct methanol
conversion at temperatures Z 523 K, because the C–H bonds
of the surface methoxy groups are weak and hydrogen can
be readily abstracted by the basic oxygen atoms of the
framework.101,144,145 The surface methoxy groups react with
water to form methanol, and with methanol to form dimethyl
ether.113,145 At exceptionally low temperatures, signals corres-
ponding to Brønsted acid sites, methoxy groups, adsorbed
methanol, and dimethyl ether have been obtained from
1H MAS NMR and 13C MAS dimethyl ether studies. Surface
methoxy groups are readily observed during MTH conversion
and are also important in the mechanisms of direct olefin
formation from methanol.52,113,145 For the mechanism involv-
ing surface methoxy intermediates, the rate limiting step is the
dehydration step involving the first methanol molecule;146
here, the methoxonium ion that was formally proposed to be
an intermediate was found to be a transition state.
In contrast, Blaszkowski and van Santen147 concluded that a
concerted, single step mechanism of two methanol molecules
is highly favoured over the mechanism involving a surface
Table 2 Summary of recent major spectroscopic proof for mechanisms considered above
Mechanism Spectroscopic method Accuracy/resolution Nature of spectroscopic study
(A) Oxonium ylide N/A127 — —
(B) Carbene Synchrotron infrared micro-spectroscopy101 0.25 s Qualitative
(C) Methane-formaldehyde Temperature programmed desorptiona 128,129 — Quantitative
(D) Carbocation — — —
(E) Radical Electron paramagnetic resonance130,131 Qualitative
(F) Methoxy methyl Infrared132 — Qualitative
(G) Carbon monoxide Infrared40 4 cm1 Qualitative
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methoxy group as an intermediate, when using cluster DFT
calculations. They obtained an activation barrier for dimethyl
ether formation of 145 kJ mol1 when two methanol molecules
adsorbed simultaneously on a Brønsted acid site.146 Extended
cluster models produce lower activation barriers of 132 kJ mol1,97
whilst non-local periodic DFT calculations over chabazite give
activation barriers of 119 kJ mol1 for the same mechanism.148
4.2.3. Formation of primary olefin. The mechanism for the
formation of primary olefins during the induction period has
been widely debated.11,33,98–100,113,132,145,149–161 Two schools of
thought describe the formation as either indirect, through a
series of methylation and skeletal rearrangements of larger
hydrocarbons, or direct, primarily based on the reaction and
connection of C1 species. Both are described herein.
4.2.3.1. Indirect mechanism. The indirect mechanism was
originally proposed by Dahl and Kolboe over H-SAPO-34 cata-
lysts, and was further described as the formation of scaffolds,
which are composed of well-defined organic species (polymethyl-
benzenes) on one or more inorganic acid sites that preserves the
organic components and regulates selectivity through steric
constraints.149 Earlier research showed that the hydrocarbon
pool operates through aromatic methylation and dealkylation
chemistry. These reactions lead to the release of light olefins
during MTH conversion over H-SAPO-34 catalysts.
Two different dealkylation reactions have been proposed for
the indirect mechanism, namely: (1) a side chain methylation
mechanism162–165 and, (2) a paring mechanism166 (Fig. 9);
however, the dominant mechanism during MTH conversion
for the aromatic dealkylation is still debated.167 Both mechanisms
(Fig. 8) are initiated by the germinal methylation of a methyl-
benzene, and the activation energy for gem-methylation decreases
as the number of methyl groups on the benzene ring increases.168
In the side chain methylation mechanism, an exocyclic double
bond forms after elimination of a methyl hydrogen; this double
bond can undergo side chain methylation, which further cracks to
form ethylene or propylene.4,33,169 In contrast, during the paring
mechanism, the gem-methylation of a methylbenzene results in
ring contraction, leading to the formation and release of
propylene4,169 or isobutene.151 Meta-dynamics and static calcula-
tions for the methylation of alkenes with methanol, dimethyl
ether, and methoxy species showed that the reaction rates are
similar between each species employed.44 For instance, a high
methanol loading can lower the reaction barrier by B30 kJ mol1
when methylating benzene and can lead to the spontaneous
methoxylation of the H-ZSM-5 at 300 K.170–172
Haw and co-workers reported the formation of methylben-
zenes during MTH conversion over H-SAPO-34 catalysts after
four seconds of reaction time, as studied using 13C NMR
spectroscopy at 673 K. Polymethylbenzenes were observed as
trapped in the zeolite cages, and were assumed to form from
impurities in the methanol feed, trace impurities in the carrier
gas, and incomplete combustion of organics on the catalysts.150
Surface methoxy groups were observed and their concentration
decreased during the reaction, indicating a role as reactive
intermediates. The surface methoxy groups were shown to be
reactive at lower temperatures (433–523 K) than the starting
temperature of steady-state (573 K) in the MTO process. Speci-
fically, at temperatures above 433 K, methoxy groups are prone
to methylate aromatics, whereas above 523 K, methoxy groups
alone can form hydrocarbons.145 If any organic impurities were
present on solid acid catalysts, they should react with the
surface methoxy groups at low temperatures, but this work
did not show any reactivity of surface methoxy groups at
Fig. 9 Schematic representation of the paring and side-chain reaction concepts in MTO catalysis. Reprinted from ref. 169. Copyright 2009. Wiley-VcH
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temperatures r 473 K, thereby raising doubts on whether the
impurity route leads to aromatics that can then produce olefins
through a dealkylation reaction. Moreover, the quantity of
impurities (1 ppm ethanol and 11 ppm organic compounds)
may be too small for the initial formation of polymethylbenzenes.
Haw and co-workers151 also combined theoretical studies,
using extended cluster models, with experimental clues of
the existence of a 5-membered ring cation (1,3-dimethyl-
cyclopentadienyl)173 and a 6-membered ring cation (1,1,2,4,6-
pentamethylbenzenium)174 to show the co-conversion of
toluene with methanol to give isobutene through a paring
mechanism over H-ZSM-5 catalysts. The paring mechanism
used to explain the co-conversion of toluene with methanol
for the initial carbon–carbon formation presents a major
challenge for macroscale kinetic modelling, as the pre-existence
of toluene in the methanol feed is difficult to realise.
Polymethylbenzenes formed over H-SAPO-34 catalysts, and
alkyl substituted cyclopentyl carbenium ions formed over
H-ZSM-5 catalysts, have been observed at relatively low contact
times during MTH conversion.149,173 Polymethylbenzenes form
olefins, observed at low contact times and conversions, through
the aromatic dealkylation step. Conversely, using in situ
13C NMR spectroscopy and gas chromatography, Goguen et al.161
observed ethylene traces during MTH conversion on H-ZSM-5
catalysts at reaction times of one second. Also, Kaeding and
Butter observed ethylene formation at low conversions.98 Ethy-
lene also forms alkyl substituted cyclopentyl carbenium ions at
a reaction time of four seconds.173,175 These cyclopentenyl
carbenium ions are intermediates for toluene formation
(another postulated hydrocarbon pool species) over H-ZSM-5
catalysts. Derouane and co-workers99 observed ethylene at
low conversions, using GC coupled with 13C NMR data, and
concluded that the high reactivity of ethylene with Brønsted
acid sites readily leads to carbenium ions.
In summary, olefins and aromatics have been observed as
occuring after an initial C–C bond is formed from oxygenates
(methanol, dimethyl ether). Where aromatics are formed initi-
ally from impurities in the feed, olefins form indirectly through
an aromatic dealkylation chemistry; on the contrary, olefins can
form directly from the methanol feed without accompanying
aromatics in the initial stages.
4.2.3.2. Direct mechanisms. There is currently no consensus
on the direct mechanism that leads to the formation of the first
C–C bond. The direct formation of olefins from oxygenates was
initially proposed through various mechanisms,3 which are
identified by their key intermediate. Among the intermediates
considered are the oxonium ylide, carbene, methane-
formaldehyde, surface methoxy groups, and carbon monoxide.
IR and 13C MAS NMR investigations of the conversion of
surface methoxy species over acidic zeolites indicate that the
initial C–C bond forms via the direct mechanism.143,145,176,177
Isolated surface methoxy groups can be rigidly bound on the
catalyst surface and have a high thermal stability.113,159 Using
IR and MAS NMR spectroscopy, surface methoxy species are
characterised as present and directly coordinated to the
aluminosilicate framework prior to the onset of hydrocarbon
formation.142,143,178–180 Surface methoxy groups show high thermal
stability below 200 1C, after which they start to form hydrocarbons
themselves. Other direct mechanisms are described below.
A. Oxonium ylide mechanism. Mole and co-workers
proposed the formation of oxonium-ylide species during MTH
conversion at 573 K. Recent studies by Lesthaeghe and
co-workers using extended cluster (46 T-sites) DFT modelling
showed that the primary formation of ethylene over H-ZSM-5
catalysts could occur through two routes, starting from methanol
or dimethyl ether (Scheme 1).
Following the equilibration of methanol, dimethyl ether,
and water, dimethyl oxonium ions form directly from adsorbed
dimethyl ether. Dimethyl oxonium ion can be deprotonated to
obtain methyl oxonium methylide, which further undergoes a
Stevens-type intramolecular rearrangement leading to ethanol
and the first C–C bond. Alternatively, trimethyl oxonium ion
can be formed from the co-reaction of dimethyl ether and
methanol, co-reaction of two adsorbed dimethyl ether mole-
cules, or reaction of a framework bound methoxy species with
dimethyl ether.153 Using periodic DFT, trimethyl oxonium ion
has been shown to be stabilised by the zeolite framework,
having an adsorption energy of 70 kJ mol1, and the dimethyl
oxonium ion can also react with dimethyl ether to yield tri-
methyl oxonium ion, with a reaction energy (Er) of 22 kJ mol
1,
and and activation energy of 132 kJ mol1.154 A trimethyl
oxonium ion can further undergo proton abstraction to
yield dimethyl oxonium methylide, which can undergo a
Stevens-type intramolecular rearrangement to form the first
carbon–carbon bond, giving rise to methyl ethyl ether, or an
intermolecular methylation to form ethyldimethyl oxonium
Scheme 1 Ethene formation via the oxonium ylide mechanism, starting from
(a) methanol and (b) dimethyl ether, followed by (c) dimethyl ether activation to
form (d) trimethyl oxonium, which is (e) deprotonated and (f) converted to
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ion; ethyldimethyl oxonium ion can then undergo b-elimination to
form ethylene and dimethyl ether.
Using extended cluster models based on the ONIOM
method, and using DFT, Lesthaeghe and co-workers showed
that the formation of trimethyl oxonium and ethyldimethyl
oxonium ions is stable on H-ZSM-5 catalysts; however, due to
steric constraints, proton abstraction from trimethyl oxonium
ion was deemed improbable.155 Tajima et al.181 and Lesthaeghe
et al.155 showed, using cluster and extended cluster models,
that the deprotonation steps from an dimethyl oxonium ion to
a methyl oxonium methylide, and from an trimethyl oxonium
ion to dimethyl oxonium methylide, are infeasible because
both methyl oxonium methylide and dimethyl oxonium methy-
lide can not be stabilised on the zeolite framework;148,154,155
periodic DFT calculations, considering the whole unit cell of
the zeolite, could provide results that help draw conclusions on
the stability of the species given, and the feasibility of the direct
route. Using extended cluster models, and applying DFT,
Lesthaeghe and co-workers concluded that the deprotonation
steps from a dimethyl oxonium ion to methyl oxonium methy-
lide, and from a trimethyl oxonium ion to dimethyl oxonium
methylide, are non-existent;148,154,155 and that the formation of
trimethyl oxonium and ethyldimethyl oxonium ions are stable
on H-ZSM-5 catalysts. These studies148,155 show ethyldimethyl
oxonium and trimethyl oxonium ions are feasible species in the
reaction mechanism; however, because of the difficulty to
stabilise the product states, their direct interconversion (by
insertion of a carbene group) has not been investigated either
experimentally or theoretically.155
B. Methoxy – carbene mechanism. The conversion of pure
methoxy species directly to olefins and other hydrocarbons has
been observed using 13C MAS NMR over H-Y, H-ZSM-5 and
H-SAPO-34 catalysts at temperatures between 473–673 K.145
Methoxy groups were reported to aid formation of a wide
range of hydrocarbons (predominantly paraffins, alongside
olefins, aromatics), in addition to carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide, when working at 523 K.144,145 In order for methoxy
species to react and form higher order hydrocarbons, the main
reactants have to be in the vicinity of each other. Considering
that only one methanol can convert on one acid site, the
possibility of the C1 species migrating next to each other was
considered. Theoretical QM/MM and metadynamics calcula-
tions show that it is energetically too expensive for methyl or
carbene to migrate away from the active site, so the conversion
of methanol outside of the active site was investigated; the
investigations concluded that the activation barrier for methy-
lation on a Si–O–Si bridge in H-ZSM-5 is three times larger than
on the Al–O–Si site.182
As previously mentioned, the conversion of methoxy can
initially produce carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and iso-
paraffins. Since carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide are
formed, a viable route from methoxy would be via dehydro-
genation and oxidation of a methyl group, leading to carbon
monoxide and hydrogen, with the most viable intermediate
being carbene.
Carbene was suggested as the dominant intermediate in the
methanol to gasoline reaction following a decrease of iso-
butane to n-butane ratio.183 There are two proposed routes
for the carbene mechanism (Scheme 2). The first route involves
the formation of carbenes via surface methoxy groups, and has
been studied theoretically considering a methanol and dimethyl
ether molecule, and from two methanol molecules.121 The
conjugate base oxygen of the methylated acid site is the basic
site for the deprotonation of the surface methoxy species that
leads to carbene formation.121 In the second route, carbenes
could be formed from a-elimination of water from methanol
molecules. Here, the formation of carbene species is based
on the proximity of two acid sites (one in conjugate base
form), and the carbenes can undergo subsequent oligomerisa-
tion to form olefins, or by sp3 insertion of the carbene into the
methanol or dimethyl ether in a free carbene mechanism.1,3,184
In addition to being highly endothermic, both routes do not
account for the methyl ethyl ether that is observed in the
conversion of methanol over H-ZSM-5 catalysts.99 The conju-
gate base of the zeolite is not strongly basic enough to abstract
hydrogen from methanol.100 Using extended cluster appro-
ximations, the activation energy for carbene formation is calcu-
lated as 215–232 kJ mol1.121,154 The formation of carbenes
involves high activation barriers of similar magnitude to the
transformation of the carbene itself,121 which suggests that
ethylene formation via carbene polymerisation is unlikely.121,185
Hutchings and co-workers found the carbene proposal to be
inconsistent with their observations of decreased methane/
alkene ratios as conversion increased with contact times.100,185
Mihail and co-workers suggested that high methane concentra-
tions observed at low conversions is due to the reaction of carbene
with hydrogen, with hydrogen proposed to be available from
the water gas shift reaction or methanol decomposition. Hutch-
ings and co-workers checked for hydrogen formation through
the water gas shift reaction over Na-ZSM-5 catalysts at tempera-
tures between 623–673 K and found no evidence of this moiety.
Here, methanol decomposition was studied over Na-ZSM-5 to
avoid the complication of hydrocarbon formation, and no
evidence was found for methanol decomposition at 523 K for
a wide range of methanol feed rates; methanol decomposition
was only observed to a limited extent at higher temperatures
(623–673 K). These experiments demonstrate that methanol
decomposition and water gas shift reaction are not viable
sources of hydrogen for the formation of methane at low
Scheme 2 Ethene formation via methoxy-carbene mechanism, starting
from (a) methanol and (b) dimethyl ether to (c) methoxy converted to
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temperatures. Nonetheless, Kondo and co-workers,186 using IR
spectroscopy, provided evidence for carbene-like intermediates
on reaction between methoxy species and light alkenes.
C. Methane-formaldehyde mechanism. Methane and formal-
dehyde have been observed in similar amounts above 630 K and
at low conversions,128 with less formaldehyde detected with
increasing temperature and methanol conversion.12,128 Theore-
tically, there are multiple routes towards methane and formal-
dehyde formation, starting from: two methanol molecules,
surface methoxy species and methanol, or a trimethyl oxonium
ion adsorbed with methanol (Scheme 3).153,154,181 Once formed,
the adsorbed methane and formaldehyde molecules could react
to form ethanol, which subsequently undergoes a dehydration
step to form ethylene; however, extended cluster models have
shown this direct route to be improbable.154 The work sug-
gested that the conversion of methane and formaldehyde
proceeds too slowly for the mechanism to be suitable. However,
recent studies, using periodic DFT calculations, suggest that the
methane-formaldehyde mechanism could be possible with
methane formation having an activation energy of 149.6 kJ mol1
and ethanol formation to be 124.5 kJ mol1.132 The mechanism
may not be faster than ethylene formation, which occurs from
ethanol impurities in the methanol feed through the indirect
mechanism, due to the smaller number of steps.
D. Carbocation mechanism. A carbocation mechanism was
originally proposed by Olah and co-workers, and modified by
Kagi, and involves methanol protonation in an acidic medium
resulting in carbenium ion formation. The carbenium species
react on vacant zeolite sites to form methyl ethyl ether, which
can react with methyl carbenium ions supplied by protonated
dimethyl ether. The resultant methyl isopropyl ether can react
with a methyl carbenium ion or eliminate methanol to form
propylene. Another carbocation route involves the formation of
carbenium ions that react with methanol to produce higher ethers,
which then decompose to give olefins;99,143 however, because the
scission of the C–H bond in TMO has an activation barrier that
exceeds 200 kJ mol1,187 this route was deemed unfeasible.99,143
E. Radical mechanism. Free radicals were observed using
electron spin and electron paramagnetic resonance during the
conversion of dimethyl ether to hydrocarbons at temperatures
above 344 K. Radicals were associated with solid-state defects in
the H-ZSM-5 catalyst.130 A mechanism was proposed by Clarke
et al.130 for the formation of the initial C–C bond that involves
either direct coupling of radical species (methoxymethyl) or
C–H bond insertion by methylene, generated by methoxy
radical scission. These mechanisms were disputed by Hunter
et al.185,188 who observed no effect of adding 1–3% NO, which is
a known radical scavenger, during methanol/dimethyl ether
conversion over Na-ZSM-5 at 523 K. Na-ZSM-5 was chosen
because it is essentially inactive towards dimethyl ether under
these conditions.
Chang et al.131 studied the effect of NO concentration (0, 450
and 5000 ppm) on zeolites with SiO2/Al2O3 ratios of 1800 and 70
at 723 K and 1 bar in a packed bed reactor. With lower acidity,
addition of 5000 ppm NO completely suppressed hydrocarbon
formation within 30 min. At 450 ppm, NO suppression required
an induction period of 2 h. Similar behaviour was observed at
higher acidity, albeit with a longer methanol breakthrough.
They concluded that the catalyst was poisoned by a process
involving radicals.131 The results of Chang et al.131 are in agree-
ment with Clarke et al.130 but in contrast to Hunter et al.185,188
F. Methoxymethyl-ethoxy mechanism. Fan and co-workers132
provided spectroscopic and theoretical evidence for the
direct mechanism for initial C–C bond formed from
methanol over H-SAPO-34. They identified a methoxymethyl
cation (CH3OCH2
+) using IR spectroscopy as the primary
reaction intermediate and, by using DFT calculations, they
concluded that methoxymethyl is stable in the CHA cage of
SAPO-34. CH3OCH2
+ forms from the reaction of dimethyl ether
and surface methoxy groups, with a relatively high activation
energy of 135 kJ mol1. Despite the slightly demanding formation
path, CH3OCH2
+ has been experimentally (spectroscopy) identi-
fied, and the following reaction paths are less energetically
demanding: CH3OCH2
+ combines with another dimethyl ether
or methanol molecule to give 1,2-dimethoxyethane or 2-methoxy-
ethanol, respectively (Scheme 4), with activation energies of
95 and 102 kJ mol1, respectively. The latter components are
methylated by methoxy species and decompose in a series of
reactions to give propylene as the primary olefin.
Chowdhury et al.137 used solid-state NMR and UV/Vis diffuse
reflectance spectroscopy to provide evidence for intermediates
such as surface acetate, methyl acetate and dimethoxymethane
during MTO conversion over H-SAPO-34. Fan and co-workers189
also showed a pathway involving the formation of CH3OCH2
+.
These studies highlight a new direction in MTO chemistry
involving the role of secondary oxygenates. The evidence (DFT
and spectroscopy) suggests that primary oxygenates (methanol,
dimethyl ether) lead to secondary oxygenates (1,2-dimethoxy-
ethane, dimethoxymethane, 2-methoxyethanol), which subse-
quently lead to primary olefins (ethylene and/or propylene).
However, no steady-state isotopic kinetic evidence exists for the
formation of 1,2-dimethoxyethane or 2-methoxyethanol, either
on H-SAPO-34 or H-ZSM-5 catalysts.
In situ 13C solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance analysis
coupled with periodic simulations indicated that the chemical
Scheme 3 Ethene formation via methane-formaldehyde mechanism, with
(a) methanol and methoxy form methane and formaldehyde, that (b) further
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shift at 69 ppm, detected when reacting methanol in H-ZSM-5
at 573 K, corresponded to an activated C–H bond on dimethyl
ether, which could have been polarized by the interaction with
a surface methyl species.190 The observation that ZeO–CH3
interactes with an activated methyl (–CH2–H) of dimethyl ether,
while the main product is ethene, led to the conclusion that a
methoxymethyl analogue (CH3–O–CH2–H) could be the main
intermediate capable of explaining the transition from a C1 to
C2 species.190
Further investigations on a continuous flow of 13C methanol
inserted in H-SSZ-13 at 493 K provided the same NMR signal at
68.5 ppm, and additional ex situ analysis at room temperature
using 13C CP/MAS NMR and 2D 13C–13C CORD spin diffusion
MAS NMR captured in real time the signals corresponding to
activated dimethyl ether (68.5 ppm) and surface ethoxy species
(70.5 and 14.2 ppm), which were only present for the first 20
min of the reaction.191 In order to determine the energetics
required in the reaction cycle (Scheme 4) involving activated
dimethyl ether, ab initio metadynamics simulations have been
employed to model the initial stages leading to ethene via
methoxymethyl analogue and surface ethoxy species in H-SSZ-
13.191 Thus, the free energy barrier for the C–C bond formation
from dimethyl ether and surface methyl species was shown to
be 142 kJ mol1. Similarly, additional reactions of other hydro-
carbon pools species that lead to ethene via surface ethoxy
species were investigated, with ethanol and methyl ethyl ether
converting to surface ethoxy species with a free energy barrier of
74 kJ mol1 and 99 kJ mol1, respectively. Finally, the depro-
tonation of surface ethoxy species to ethene was calculated to
have a barrier of 103 kJ mol1, which indicated an overall
feasible reaction cycle.
G. Carbon monoxide mechanism. The carbonylation of
methoxy groups by carbon monoxide was originally proposed
by Jackson and Bertsch192 in 1990, and has regained pro-
minence40,137 as carbon monoxide was recently shown to form
slowly during the induction period, and reacts with surface
methoxy species to form methyl acetate and acetic acid
intermediates.40,192 Liu et al.40 postulated that these inter-
mediates undergo a series of acid-catalysed reactions such as
acetylation, decarboxylation, aldol condensation, and cracking
to obtain surface bound hydrocarbons, the hydrocarbon pool
and the first olefin (Scheme 5). The carbon monoxide mecha-
nism is increasingly accepted as DFT calculations show that
the carbonylation step has an activation energy as low as
80 kJ mol1 and an exothermic reaction energy of 93 kJ mol1,40
in contrast to the results highlighted previously, where acid
catalysed steps involve prohibitively high activation energies.
The intermediates observed here are similar to those involved
with the indirect mechanism involving acetone impurities
leading to primary C–C bond formation.193
As mentioned above, over H-SAPO-34 zeo-type catalysts,
Chowdhury et al.137,138 provided evidence of the formation of
surface acetate and methyl acetate, as well as dimethoxy-
methane, during the MTO process using a combination of
solid-state NMR, UV/Vis diffuse reflectance, and mass spectro-
scopy. Chowdhury et al.137,138 further investigated the conver-
sion of methyl acetate to olefinic and aromatic hydrocarbons
using the same combination spectroscopic methods, and the
combined pieces of work provide spectroscopic proof of the
carbon monoxide carbonylation mechanism leading to methyl
acetate, and later to olefins and aromatics. A major challenge now
lies in bridging observed kinetics with spectroscopic studies.
Furthermore, the pathway over the H-ZSM-5 catalyst may be
different from H-SAPO-34, due to their different pore archi-
tectures. Following the work of Dědeček and co-workers,194 the
Scheme 4 Ethene formation via the methoxymethyl/ethoxy mechanism,
where (a) dimethyl ether polarises methoxy, which leads to (b) the
production of methanol and ethoxy; (c) ethyl methyl ether and (d) ethanol
convert to zeolite bound ethoxy that (e) produces ethene.
Scheme 5 First C–C bond formation in MTH through coupling between nucleophilic and electrophilic carbon atoms. Adsorption of methanol or
dimethyl ether on a zeolite Brønsted acid site forms a surface methoxy group. The methoxy group undergoes nucleophilic attack by carbon monoxide,
forming a surface acetyl group which contains the first C–C bond. The acetyl group dissociates into methyl acetate and acetic acid in the gas phase.
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siting of single Al atoms and Al pairs are different for pore
channels, intersections, and cages; therefore, due to the differ-
ent architectures of H-ZSM-5 and H-SAPO-34, the siting and
varied distribution of Al species could affect the MTH chemistry
differently. Additional studies195 were conducted with a two
bed reactor, where carbon dioxide initially reacted in the first
phase (Fe2O3/KO2) of the reactor to produce mainly carbon
monoxide and methanol, and these were then inserted in to
different types of zeolites (H-MOR and H-ZSM-5), though with
similar MTH chemistry observed.
There are many detailed reviews and articles on the spectro-
scopic investigations into intermediates involved in each
mechanism,40,48,130–132 and Table 2 gives information about the
spectroscopic methods used to determine the intermediates in
the key mechanisms mentioned and Table 3 provides a summary of
the rate limiting activation barriers for each proposed mechanism
above. The accuracy and/or resolution of these methods and the
quantitative measurements of surface coverage are also provided.
4.3. Diffusion and mobility of species during the MTO process
The combination of neutron spectroscopy and computational
modelling has a unique role in elucidating both structure and
dynamics during operation of catalytic systems. Quasielastic
neutron scattering techniques provide key information about
hydrocarbon transport in microporous catalysts. Quasielastic
neutron scattering can yield values for self-diffusion coeffi-
cients, which are useful for isotopic and jump models.200 Using
a combination of quasielastic neutron scattering and molecular
dynamic simulations, the mobility of initial species was studied
in H-ZSM-5 catalysts (Si/Al = 30) and H-Y (Si/Al = 30),41,42,172,201
with the latter considered because it is inactive for the MTH
process and thus provides a reference material. O’Malley
et al.41,172 showed from quasielastic neutron scattering mea-
surements (Fig. 10) that methanol is immobile (with respect to
the timescale of their measurements) in H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 30),
while the spectral broadening in the H-Y (Si/Al = 30) system is
consistent with significant movement. The close fit to the
resolution spectra for methanol in H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 30) catalysts
suggests that virtually all the methanol protons remain static,
indicating that the methanol is immobilized due to methoxyla-
tion. In the studies of O’Malley et al.,172 it is important to note
that the spectra was collected at room temperatures and up to
373 K, and also to note that quasielastic neutron scattering
experiments are not conducted under flow conditions, which is
in contrast to many of the previously discussed studies. Evi-
dently, during the conversion of methanol to olefins in a flow
reactor at high temperatures, methanol is observed at o100%
feed conversion in the outlet stream.
Table 4 gives the barriers for diffusion and mobility of
methanol and dimethyl ether at various loadings in several
catalysts, themselves with differing chemical compositions.
Such quantitative analysis can only be produced when there
is a uniform diffusion mechanism across all temperatures of
observation for each catalyst. As observed by Catlow and co-
workers,200 several mechanisms could be involved depending
on catalyst composition, loading and temperature; these
include the Chudley and Elliot jump diffusion model,202
Volino–Dianoux model of translational diffusion confined to a
sphere,203 isotopic rotation model by Sears.204 At room tem-
perature over H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 36) catalysts, isotopic methanol
rotation was observed with a rotational diffusional coefficient
of 2.6  1010 s1.205 At these conditions, bridging molecular
behaviour with data-driven ordinary and partial differential
equations that describe the macroscale behaviour of the reactor
is challenging. The latter (macroscale investigations) allows for
a surface diffusion/mobility coefficient (m2 s1) while the
former provides rotational rates (s1). The rotational diffusion
coefficient is most likely integrated into the adsorption con-
stant of the specie on the active sites of the H-ZSM-5 catalysts.
The mobility behaviour contrasts qualitatively with H-ZSM-5
(Si/Al = 135) catalysts, where diffusion was observed as confined
in a sphere matching the 5.5 Å channel width. The formation of
water during the equilibration period in H-ZSM-5 catalysts
could either retard or promote the motion of methanol,
dimethyl ether, methoxy species, and other intermediates
formed during the induction period of MTO conversion.
As previously mentioned in Section 4.2.3.1, olefins can be
formed either via the olefins mechanism involving methylation
and oligomerisation of small olefins, followed by cracking of
larger ones, or the aromatic route in which polymethylated
aromatic species undergo a series of skeletal rearrangement
steps to produce alkenes. To identify the role of pore size and
aromatic methylated species on olefins diffusion and the dual-
cycle mechanism, the mobility was analysed inside two 1D
zeolites (H-ZSM-12 and H-ZSM-22) with a pore size difference
of 0.3 Å, where H-ZSM-12 has larger pores. The forcefield MD
simulations highlighted that the diffusion of methanol, ethene,
propene and 1-butene are B2.5 times faster in the larger pore
zeolite.206 The inclusion of methoxide and ethoxide species
inside the zeolites pores identified that ethene has a higher
contact time with both surface oxi-species in the narrower pore
zeolite, indicating that the methylation and dimerization reac-
tions are more feasible, and thus the MTO process could be
more favoured, in H-ZSM-22 than in H-ZSM-12. Previous experi-
mental and theoretical analysis suggested that polymethylate
species, in particular the pentamethyl benzenium, are key
intermediates to the formation of olefins via a skeletal
rearrangement.174,207 Therefore, polymethylated benzene species
(PMBs), specifically p-xylene and 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene, were
considered as co-adsorbates. At 673 K, ethene diffusion is an
order of magnitude lower than when the reaction is performed
in the absence of any neighbouring species inside H-ZSM-12,
and then completely stops when a pentamethylated benzene was
included. Additional MD analysis showed that the trimethylben-
zene blocks the pores of H-ZSM-22, whereas tetramethylbenzene
blocks the larger by 0.3 Å pores of H-ZSM-12,206 which further
suggests that H-ZSM-12 is better suited for olefin formation via
the aromatic cycle.
To determine the energetic conditions influencing the
methylation rate of PMBs, the theoretical ONIOM (oB97XD/
6-31(d,p):MNDO) modelling technique was employed to analyse
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a methylated C on benzene, and geminal methylation,
i.e., methylation of a C already containing a methyl group, in
H-ZSM-12 and H-ZSM-22.208 The geminal methylation activa-
tion barriers for H-ZSM-12 for xylene, trimethylbenzene, and
tetramethylbenzene were shown to be 175, 165 and 158 kJ mol1,
respectively, while for vicinal methylation, 135, 134 and
169 kJ mol1 were calculated for the same respective PMBs.
The contrasting trends in activation energies, which depends
on the type of methylation, is attributed to the variation in
charge distribution and basicity with increase in number of
methyl groups on the aromatic ring, as proven by Mulliken
charge analysis. For H-ZSM-22, the activation barriers for
geminal methylation were 142, 137 and 208 kJ mol1 for xylene,
trimethylbenzene, and tetramethylbenzene, respectively, while
105, 131 and 156 kJ mol1 were obtained for vicinal methyla-
tion of xylene, trimethylbenzene and tetramethylbenzene,
respectively. Although the activation barriers over H-ZSM-22
are more favorable than over H-ZSM-12, the barrier to the more
reactive geminal pentamethyl benzene is higher in H-ZSM-22,
which could be to the higher stress imposed on the transition
state by the narrower pore. Analysis of propene formation in the
two zeolites via the alkene cycle, through butene and pentene
cracking, was further investigated; whilst the rate determining
step for the formation of olefins via the aromatic cycle is expected
to be at least 158 kJ mol1 in H-ZSM-12, the highest energies
for butene and pentene cracking are 141 and 152 kJ mol1,
respectively, highlighting that the olefins cycle is dominant over
the aromatic cycle in H-ZSM-12.208 For H-ZSM-22, the highest
energy barriers for butene and pentene cracking are 174 and
162 kJ mol1, respectively, which leads to the conclusion that it is



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 10 QENS spectra at 298 K of methanol loaded in zeolites H-ZSM-5
and HY at Q = 0.9 Å, (--) represents the resolution data taken at 5 K.
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H-ZSM-22 through both the aromatic and olefinic cycles. The
differences in reaction energetics and diffusion capability of the
two zeolites were considered experimentally and shown to have a
significant impact on catalytic activity. GC/MS analysis showed
that the insertion of the methanol at 400 1C in H-ZSM-22
only produced traces of olefins,209 which were attributed to the
external and pore mouth acid sites catalysis.210–212 In the case of
H-ZSM-12, methanol was completely converted and produced a
large amount of olefins and paraffins, highlighting the crucial role
of pore size on zeolite catalysis.209
While it is important to study the isolated diffusion of
species (oxygenates, olefins) in the zeolite pores, future inves-
tigations should continue reducing the gap between experi-
ment and theory, with more realistic models where the
diffusion of species is analyzed under equilibration conditions
(i.e., in the presence of methanol, dimethyl ether, water and
surface methoxy species) and/or also in the presence of primary
olefins (Fig. 8). Furthermore, the effect of hydronium ions,213,214
methanol,34,215 and DME clusters34 on the diffusion of other
individual species in the pores should be quantitatively evalu-
ated (Fig. 8). Typically, a thorough description, through the
application of species balance with Maxwell–Stefan equations,
should highlight the competitive nature of reaction and diffu-
sion of species in the zeolite pores during the formation of
primary olefins. To uncover the effect of acidity and adsorbate
loading on the transport mechanism behind the diffusion of
paraffins and olefins, the dynamic properties of ethene, ethane,
propene and propane inserted in H-SAPO-34 have been investi-
gated using Pulsed-field gradient (PFG) NMR analysis together
with ab initio MD (AIMD) and ab initio umbrella sampling (AI-US)
modelling techniques.216 The umbrella sampling technique was
employed to determine the free energy profile of diffusion
through the 8 membered ring (8MR) windows of the H-SAPO-
34 zeolite, having 1–3 adsorbates and 0–2 Brønsted acid sites per
unit cell. The increase in adsorbate loading from one to three
molecules per cage led to a slightly enhanced self-diffusion rate
of ethene, while ethane mobility decreased. Furthermore, alkene
diffusion was enhanced with increasing acid site density,
whereas alkane diffusion remained constant, regardless of the
temperature, in the range of 300 K to 600 K. At 600 K, in the
presence of two acid sites per unit cell, the barrier for ethene and
propene diffusion is lowered by B25 kJ mol1 compared to
diffusion within a zeolite with no acid sites. 1H PFG NMR
analysis at room temperature provided further evidence that
the diffusion coefficient (D) of ethene is directly proportional to
Brønsted acid site (BAS) density, as D E 1011 m2 s1 at BAS =
0.65 mmol g1 goes to D E 2  1011 m2 s1 at BAS =
1.13 mmol g1.216 The improved diffusion profile of alkenes at
higher BAS density is attributed to the polarization induced by
the BAS on the adsorbed olefins creating an electrostatic field in the
proximity of the 8MR, which leads to a flatter free energy surface
that facilitates the transition from one cage to another. Supportive
evidence has been found in the formation of alkene p-H complexes,
detected at 3307 cm1 by FT-IR measurements.216
To further determine the effect of product distribution on
olefins diffusion, additional computational analysis replicating
the conditions closer to experimental work has been conducted
by employing a series of techniques such as force-field MD and
MTD, together with AIMD and AI-US, to model ethene and
propene mobility in H-SAPO-34, considering the transfer from
one CHA cage to another cage via an 8MR window.217 Several
simulations determining the mobility of propene next to or with
additional propene molecules, from one cage to another was
modelled. For the transition of propene from a cage having three
propene molecules to an empty cage, the diffusion barrier is
lowered by 20 kJ mol1, whereas when two propene mole-
cules were added per cage, the diffusion barrier decreases by
15 kJ mol1. The diffusion of propene in the presence of different
hydrocarbon pool species was also carried out, specifically the
transition of propene was not possible from a cage with four
methanol molecules to a cage containing hexamethyl benzene
(HMB) and three methanol molecules, which led to the conclu-
sion that any propene formed would be expelled immediately.
However, when HMB was substituted by toluene, a local mini-
mum for propene was found inside the cage, although with a
high barrier B150 kJ mol1, highlighting the significant role that
methyl groups and methylation rate play.217 By controlling the
number of methyl groups on a benzene ring, the diffusion of
small olefins can be varied and, in turn, the kinetics and lifetime
of the zeolite catalyst can be influenced.
5. Masking effects on the first C–C
bond formation: influence of early
degradation species and fast
methylation chemistries (autocatalysis)
Under atmospheric conditions,19 the catalyst lifetime of a
H-ZSM-5 catalysts is about 70 times longer than other zeolites
Table 4 Self-diffusion coefficients (Ds, m
2 s1) and activation barriers for diffusion (Ed, kJ mol
1) in porous catalysts, determined using experimental














2 s1)  109
Methanol H-Y41 30 6 400 4.9  1.2 8.8 3.21
H-Beta42 31 4 373 — 6.8 8.99
H-ZSM-5205 36 22 373 8.98  0.3 —b —
135 373 8.87  0.43 0.58 —
Dimethyl ether H-ZSM-5205 36 14 373 9.89  0.36 0.96 —
135 373 10.80  0.25 1.33 —
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when used for MTO conversion. The MTH reaction over a
H-ZSM-5 catalyst bed is accompanied by coke formation, which
leads to catalyst deactivation; this occurs through blocking the
access to the active sites, either by deposition of carbonaceous
compounds directly on the active sites and in the micropore
channels of the zeolite (internal coke), or by blocking the
entrance to the micropores (external coke), thereby preventing
the diffusion of methanol molecules into the zeolite
structure.218–220 The catalyst lifetime, as depicted by the break-
through of methanol, depends on the deactivation rate, the
catalyst activity, and the contact time or space velocity.220
Janssen et al.220,221 considered two models for catalyst
deactivation. One model assumed MTO conversion as a first-
order reaction with a deactivation rate proportional to the
conversion. The proportionality implies that the formation
of coke deposits follow methanol conversion; however, the
build-up of hydrocarbon fragments in the zeolite channels
may take some time, and, during the initial phase, the deacti-
vation may not take place or is slower compared to the
methanol conversion. The product distribution may be differ-
ent on a working catalyst than on a fresh catalyst, even if the
methanol conversion is the same.221 Such selective deactivation
at atmospheric conditions has been observed for H-SAPO-34
catalysts.158 Selective deactivation was also observed in a tem-
poral analysis of products (TAP) reactor,26,27 where deactivation
was slow during the induction period. Janssen considered a
second model where the deactivation rate is not proportional to
methanol conversion.221 Müller et al.15 compared the MTH
reaction over H-ZSM-5 in plug-flow and back-mixed reactors
and hypothesized that the evolution of coke species depends on
the position of the catalyst particle. In the early stages of the
MTH reaction, the H-ZSM-5 zeolite deactivated fast by blocking
of individual Brønsted acid sites due to oxygen-containing
surface species; these species were further transformed to
aromatic compounds and deactivation proceeded by forming
large coke species that blocked the catalyst pores. Deactivation
kinetics were not affected by the formation of condensed
aromatic species.
Large primary or secondary products may lead to catalyst
deactivation mainly due to blocking of the zeolite pores and
preventing the reactants from accessing the active sites or the
intermediates necessary to methylate. Depending on the tem-
perature regime, important intermediates, such as derivatives
from formaldehyde, ethyl-trimethyl-benzene, and iso-propyl-
dimethylbenzene, can hinder diffusion due to their large size
through the catalytic channels.222,223 Ethyl-trimethyl-benzene
and isopropyl-dimethyl-benzene were found to remain inert at
medium temperatures (573 K), while alkene formation was
observed when the temperature was increased to 613 K.223
By continuing to increase the temperature, after a series of
methylation steps and skeletal rearrangements, the methylated
monocyclic arenes could form other ‘‘coke species’’, such as
polymethylated naphthalene and anthracene, that may block
the zeolite pores.
Catalyst deactivation is not only determined by the products
obtained in the later stages, but also by those formed at the very
beginning. Disproportionation of methanol to formaldehyde
influences the deactivation rate because formaldehyde could
react with aromatic molecules, resulting in the formation of
polycondensed aromatics. The conversion of methanol to
methane or carbon dioxide would also be accounted as a
carbon loss, since both by-products are considered inert in
common industrial conditions and cannot contribute to the
formation of any desired hydrocarbons. Substituting methanol
with dimethyl ether was attempted in order to limit the
production of the previously mentioned side-products.26,27,35,49
The use of dimethyl ether leads, however, to a higher ratio of
aromatic to aliphatic compounds, and also a lower water content,
which can be used to stabilise different intermediates, in addition
to regenerating the necessary acid sites for methylation of the
aromatic species, which can lead to an increased deactivation
rate.103
Nørskov and co-workers224 provided additional evidence,
through adsorption energies, that polycylic arenes can exist
within the framework of H-ZSM-5 during MTH conversion,
thereby hindering the passage of reactants and products parti-
cularly at the adsorption sites. They propose, buttressing the
conclusions of Mores et al.,225 that the graphitic layer observed
on deactivated H-ZSM-5 crystals is formed by polycyclic arenes
growing in straight channels and joining on the outer surface.
The initial precursors have been decoupled from the deac-
tivating species26,27,35 using a temporal analysis of products
(TAP) reactor operating under vacuum conditions, allowing for
full elucidation of the species that lead to the formation of
primary olefins, even with dimethyl ether as a feed. Although
the degradation challenges can be regressed under the right
conditions, methylation effects can mask the formation of the
first C–C bond. On formation of the ethylene and/or propylene,
methylation occurs in a first order process with respect to the
olefin and zero order with respect to the oxygenate i.e., methanol
or dimethyl ether,30,226,227 with lower barriers for propylene
compared to ethylene. Consequently, deciphering the primary
olefin becomes challenging. Fast methylation occurs due to the
autocatalytic nature of the MTO conversion process and, as
soon as the first olefin is formed, methylation and/or cracking
processes are initiated that can mask the first olefin.
6. Towards a quantitative mechanistic
understanding of the formation of
primary olefins
Given the primary reactant (methanol and/or dimethyl ether)
and the primary olefin(s), such as ethylene and/or propylene,
various mechanisms (direct or indirect) have been investigated.
Density functional theory calculations have shown the improb-
ability of many direct pathways due to activation energies
exceeding 200 kJ mol1 and the instability of intermediates
such as oxonium ylides.153–155 Nonetheless, there is recent
spectroscopic evidence for three main pathways for the for-
mation of the first C–C bond: the carbon monoxide
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the carbene mechanism.101 Omojola et al.27,35 showed recently
that simulations of the methoxymethyl mechanism gives the
closest agreement to transient experimental data obtained from
the temporal analysis of products (TAP) reactor, corroborating
the direct mechanism of primary olefin formation.
Kinetic modelling is an indispensable tool that could be
used to discriminate between direct and indirect mechanisms
of primary olefin formation, but quantitative determination
of the most abundant surface/reactive specie hydrocarbon pool
molecules under atmospheric and vacuum conditions is neces-
sary to simplify the complex reaction network.
The indirect olefin formation route was suggested by Haw
and co-workers150 due to the possible presence of impurities in
the feed and artefacts in the zeolites. Primary olefin formation
occurs via aromatic dealkylation chemistry. A reaction mecha-
nism, hitherto absent in the archived literature, is needed to
account for the ‘‘impurity pathway’’. Studies by Hunger and co-
workers145,176,177 refuted the impurities hypothesis. Under-
standing the induction period, where the first C–C bond and
the primary olefins are formed, is challenging due to fast
methylation rates via methanol, dimethyl ether, or methoxy
species, that could mask the observation of the true primary
olefins,30,226 and also through the formation of degrading
species. The presence of steam plays an important role in
regulating this phenomenon.214,228 The influence of inter-
mediates, such as carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, aromatics,
and dienes, on the induction period can be quantified only if
the reactions corresponding to these initial precursors are
included in the reaction network; however, there are many
precursors that could play a role and complete elucidation of
the reaction network is yet unattainable. Development of a full
network could be facilitated through a top-down approach229
or by automated reaction network generators.230,231 In the
absence of the latter, ‘‘heuristic’’ models, such as S-shaped
logistic curves,26 have been used to quantify the influence of
intermediates.
An understanding of the relationship between the strength
and structure of the acid site and the activation of sorbates
remains unclear. Density functional theory calculations38,232,233
that consider the adsorption of different types of compounds,
such as carbon monoxide, methanol, dimethyl ether, and
pyridine, have not been conclusive on what characteristics
determine the overall bonding capacity of the zeolite. Several
observables, such as acid site deprotonation energy, vibrational
frequencies, number of hydrogen bonds formed, charge, and
dipole moment of the adsorbate, have proven to describe a non-
linear direct correlation for guest–host bonding; however, a
clear understanding that can be applied on a large range of
compounds and zeolite structures has not been identified yet
due to the complex nature of the interactions that can occur
between the Brønsted acid sites and also with the surrounding
siliceous framework.
Experimental studies34 in a temporal analysis of products
(TAP) reactor on the desorption of methanol and dimethyl ether
over fresh and working H-ZSM-5 catalysts of differing Si/Al
ratios (with minimum re-adsorption masking effects) show that
binding over oxygenates occurs over ensembles of active sites
(non-uniform Brønsted acid sites). The non-uniformity can be
attributed to different coordination and local environment
present in the H-ZSM-5 crystal. Three ensembles of active
sites were obtained over H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 25) and H-ZSM-5
(Si/Al = 36), and two ensembles of active sites were obtained
over H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 136) catalysts, as identified from com-
bined temperature programmed desorption (TPD) experiments
and microkinetic modelling studies. The activation energies of
desorption of dimethyl ether over the H-ZSM-5 catalysts were
systematically higher than methanol over the corresponding
sites, and increased from low temperature activated sites to
high temperature activated sites. In modelling desorption
profiles, only a small percentage of the total Brønsted active
sites were required for binding. A further study with combined
temperature programmed surface reaction (TPSR) experiments
and microkinetic modelling35 was conducted over H-ZSM-5
(Si/Al = 36) and H-ZSM-5 (Si/Al = 135); only a minority of the
active sites were responsible for adsorption, desorption, and
surface reactions in the zeolite catalysts, although there are
differences in the number of ensembles of Brønsted active sites
responsible in the TPD and TPSR studies.35
Theoretical studies confirm that H-ZSM-5 catalysts have
Brønsted acid sites with a difference of B20 kJ mol1 in
adsorption strength for both methanol and dimethyl ether.39
Previous QM/MM studies indicate that the co-adsorption of the
second methanol on the acid sites will lower the average
adsorption energy per methanol molecule by B15 kJ mol1.
A key aspect to consider when accounting for adsorption
ensembles are adsorbate clusters connected through hydrogen
bonds.34 Adsorption of two or more methanol on the Brønsted
acid site lead to the spontaneous deprotonation of the active
site, which facilitate the formation of protonated methanol
clusters stable at 300 K and 673 K.43 At room temperature,
the methanol cluster was composed of five adsorbates, whereas
at 673 K, only three adsorbates manage to stay connected
for longer periods of the simulation. The behaviour is also
dependent on the ensemble of active sites onto which the
adsorbates are bonded;34 molecular dynamic simulations also
indicate that acid site distribution is important since two close
acid sites can form a hydrogen bonding network from one
another via methanol adsorbates that may block a pore and
thus influence desorption rates.
In addition, the Si/Al ratio can play a major role on crystallite
size. An increase in the Si/Al ratio leads to larger crystallite
particles.34 The size of zeolite crystallite (and particle) influence
mass transfer234 and methanol conversion. Large particle sizes
were shown to have an accumulation of ‘‘coke’’ at the edges of
the particle235,236 leading to the reactant being prohibited from
accessing the active sites in the centre of the zeolite. Further
investigations conducted on H-ZSM-5236 show that the position
of the acid sites within the zeolite channels can significantly
alter the conversion rate. Active sites located predominantly in
larger intersection cavities (B9 Å diameter) had a similar
product distribution to those expected from the aromatic based
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placed in smaller (B5 Å diameter) sinusoidal or straight
channels had more products of the olefin-based cycle (enriched
in propene and higher olefins). Moreover, QENS studies by
Omojola et al.205 showed that dimethyl ether is predominantly
resident in the pore intersection of ZSM-5 facilitating its higher
mobility. Methanol, on the other hand, is primarily located in
the pore channels. Placing this mobility/diffusion information
in the context of acid-site location above provides proof of why
the use of dimethyl ether as a feed leads to the formation of
more aromatics in comparison to methanol.
Previous quantitative mechanistic understanding of the
three regimes of MTO conversion has focused primarily on
Brønsted acid sites.103 Lewis acid sites have been shown to
influence the catalyst lifetime while Brønsted acid sites in
H-ZSM-5 catalysts impact the tailored generation of
propylene,237and so further quantitative mechanistic studies
should include both types of acid sites due to the origin of
activating and deactivating species during atmospheric studies,
and site-specific behaviour of H-ZSM-5 catalysts observed through
integrated adsorption, desorption, and surface reaction studies.35
Another challenge in understanding the first C–C bond and
formation of primary olefins is the identification of key species
that limit methanol activity. Hydrocarbon pool species could
create pore-blockages and limit the transport of olefins to
the exterior of the zeolite or zeotype crystal (intra-diffusion
limitations). Conversely, inter-particle diffusion limitations
could occur through the transfer of oxygenates (methanol,
dimethyl ether) to the active sites, which could limit olefin
formation. Ethylene formation from the dual cycle may be
controlled by the formation of bulky hydrocarbons in the
aromatic cycle. The bulky hydrocarbons may allow only little
molecules, such as ethylene and methane, to escape the zeolite
porous matrix in view of intra-diffusion limitations; however,
ethylene is not too reactive during MTO conversion and
could be formed from the cracking of larger olefins.226
Regulation of the process conditions that affect thermal
and catalytic cracking could regulate both ethylene and propy-
lene formation. Such studies dealing with the intra-grain
diffusion limitations may be challenging under atmospheric
conditions, as aromatics re-adsorb under atmospheric pressure
conditions.238 Reducing the pressure mitigates the possibility
for re-adsorption, such that aromatics flow out of the pores
easily and the coking possibility is reduced. Recently, Omojola
and van Veen showed that aromatics are easily removed from
the surface of the H-ZSM-5 catalyst compared to dimethyl
ether.239 The temporal analysis of products (TAP) reactor serves
a unique benefit in this regard as the re-adsorption of such
species is reduced allowing identification of the first C–C bond
and primary olefin formation. Moreover, the TAP reactor uses
Knudsen diffusion (under vacuum conditions) as a yardstick
for characterizing catalytic reactions, where the influence of
gas–gas interactions within the zeolite pore is reduced com-
pared to atmospheric conditions. Consequently, external mass
transfer limitations are reduced in the temporal analysis of
products due to the low density of gas molecules in the thin
boundary layer surrounding the catalyst particle. During step
response, temperature-programmed surface reaction (TPSR),
and temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) studies,
experiments are carried in the temporal analysis of products
(TAP) reactor at an inlet pressure of close to 1000 Pa. While
Knudsen diffusion is widely used as a yard-stick during pulse
experiments, the diffusion regime under flow conditions for
other transient and non-conventional TAP experiments (TPD,
TPSR and step response) has not been investigated.
7. Outlook
The conversion of methanol to hydrocarbons was commercia-
lised again in 2010 with the construction of turbulent fluidised
bed reactors, facilitating the clean conversion of solid fuels into
olefins. The recent industrial maturity has left some funda-
mental challenges in MTO conversion chemistry unsolved.
Several research groups have tried to decipher the challenge.
Recently, Deng and co-workers48 provided a solid-state nuclear
magnetic resonance perspective on the formation of the first
C–C bond; Olsbye and co-workers49 provided a mechanistic
perspective on the formation of the first C–C bond and the
masking effects of degradation species; Weckhuysen, Gascon
and co-workers242 provided a mechanistic perspective on the
first C–C bond and the promotional effect of zeolite topology
and acidity on the alkene cycle; and Van Speybroeck and
co-workers240 gave a detailed molecular perspective of the
formation of the first C–C bond during MTO conversion. Our
quantitative multiscale perspective of the mechanisms and
kinetics involved in the formation of the first C–C bond decouples
the adsorption, desorption, reaction, and mobility of species on
both the molecular and macroscale level, and provides new insights
that could guide rational catalyst design.
The adsorption enthalpies (1 molecule per unit cell) and
activation energies of desorption for methanol and dimethyl
ether range between 92–126 and 103–132 kJ mol1, respectively,
over H-ZSM-5 of different Si/Al ratios. For H–Y catalysts,
adsorption enthalpies of 89–106 and between 105 kJ mol1
were obtained for methanol and dimethyl ether, respectively.
For H-SAPO-34, adsorption enthalpies between 64–86 kJ mol1 and
of 45 kJ mol1 were obtained for methanol and dimethyl ether,
respectively. For H-ZSM-22 and AlOH–(SiOH), adsorption enthalpies
of methanol of 107 and 75 kJ mol1 were obtained, respectively.
Although increases in the resolution of spectroscopic meth-
ods have been reported, for instance using a synchrotron light
source with a resolution down to 0.25 s, there remains a large
opportunity to obtain definite quantification of the lifetime,
mobility and reactivity of adspecies during MTO conversion.
A comparison of the barriers involved in the different proposed
surface chemistries of MTO conversion shows that low activa-
tion energies exist for the carbon monoxide mechanism
(80 kJ mol1) over H-ZSM-5 catalysts, while carbene formation
is energetically demanding with barriers up to 232 kJ mol1,
calculated using density functional theory. Conversely, barriers
range from 42 kJ mol1 up until 200 kJ mol1 using data-driven
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the elementary steps of the formation of the first C–C bond and
primary olefins. Relatively lower energetics are observed over
H-SAPO-34 compared to H-ZSM-5, justifying its current indus-
trial application.
Low barriers to methanol and dimethyl ether diffusion in
H-ZSM-5, H-b, and H-Y catalysts have been reported, with values
ranging between 0.96 to 8.8 kJ mol1. Although dimethyl ether is a
larger molecular than methanol, it shows higher diffusion coeffi-
cients in H-ZSM-5 catalysts at low temperatures.205
The adsorption and reaction barriers have been identified as
competitive with each other in this work, and could each limit
the activity of zeolite catalysts for MTO conversion. The adsorption
and reaction barriers have been studied separately by density
functional theory calculations and data-driven simulations of
partial differential equations that represent the elementary steps
on the catalyst surface. These data-driven simulations represent
static microkinetic models that do not consider the dynamic nature
of active sites. Ryder, Chakraborty and Bell241 conducted density
functional theory calculations of proton mobility in zeolites and, in
the absence of water, the acidic proton ‘‘hops’’ between two of the
four O atoms surrounding an aluminium centre with an activation
barrier of 117.2 kJ mol1. The barrier is further reduced to
100 kJ mol1 in the presence of adsorbed water; in the absence
of adsorbed water, during proton transfer, the O atoms stretch
closer together in order to stabilize the transition state, which is
identified by a 13.41 decrease in O–Al–O bond angle. Inclusion of
proton mobility in the density functional theory-assisted micro-
kinetic models could lead to a more realistic representation of the
industrial MTO process, given that acidic protons in zeolites are
known to be mobile at elevated temperatures.
The current perspective presents the cumulative effort of the
MTO catalysis community in understanding the formation of
the first C–C bond and primary olefins over the last 44 years.
There is, however, still a lack of systematic studies that link site
distribution (Al pairs, single Al atoms, and isolated Al atoms)
with zeolite structure, duration of the induction period, and the
ensuing product distribution. Such studies could guide the
rational design of catalysts, by relating synthesis procedures,
which regulate site distribution with zeolite/zeotype structure,
and kinetics and mechanisms occurring during MTO conversion.
Additionally, the impact of proton mobility should be studied for
each site-distribution and catalyst structure, and linked with the
corresponding duration of the induction period and ensuing
product distribution. Density functional theory assisted micro-
kinetic models can also help provide a more realistic representa-
tion of the industrial MTO process. Finally, although there are
detailed studies for H-ZSM-5 or H-SAPO-34 catalysts (of varying
composition) towards the adsorption and reaction energies
involved in the first C–C bond formation, there are currently
few systematic studies providing scaling-relations between
adsorption and reaction energies during MTO conversion.
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